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This report primarily e?:aminen the relative economics 
the infrastructural needs, the impact upon resources and 
the industrial developnwtni: value of the alternative 
proposals for establiuhrnent of a Novth Coast export 
woodchip industry based upon waste resources. The 
object of this study is to form a. basis to determine in 
which form any of the various proposals might be accorded 
Government approval. 

The recommendation and conclusions whi.ch have resulted 
are intended for the guidance of the New South Wales 
Government in determining its support of the industry 
and in providing advice sougtit by the Commonwealth Government 
in connection with the possible allocation of woodchip 
export licences. 

In parallel with this investigation the State. Pollution 
Contro]. Commission'conducted a two day public inquiry 
into environmental matters in October, 1975 to identify the 
potential impact of each development proposal. 

The State Development Co-ordinating Committee bonsidered 
each factor displayed at that inquiry and the solutions 
or modified proposals now offered by the proponent 
companies and such cost allowances as appropriate and 
necessary. Such provisions have been considered in making 
the recommendations now offered to the Government. 

The number of proposals, their complexity and related 
issues have necessitated im-ciepth up-to-date investigations 
to determine the most appropriate form of development 
as requested by letters of Octpber,  10 and Novernb th 	-.1974, 
by the Minister for Conservation,' the Hon. G. F. Freudenstein, 
in referring the matter of establishment-of the industry 
to the State Deve]opment Co-ordinating Committee for a 
report in order to provide advice arising from an approach 
by the Minister for Agriculture of the Commonwealth 
Government. 

M.L. Somers 
Acting Chairman 
New South Wales 
State Development 
Co-ordinating Committee. 
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The recommencaticr 1 Cl the Cu:n;iittoe are tnat: - 

The New South Wales Covertnent encourage a north 
coast wcodchi.p industry as it would. ?e of significant 
benefit to the Re3ion. Thu CommitL3c is satsfieo. 
that sufficient; v:aste wood does exiLt to supply such 
an industry which if proporly con -broiled would not 
siginficantly othersely affect the forest environment 
or timber suppl.es to existing naustrie5. 

The New South Wales Government agrees to the use 
of Coffs lIai'hour as the port of export for the 
woodchip industry or Newcastle,on the basi.s 
that whilst Coffs Harbour provides the lowest 
f.o.b. cost, the industry should not be precluded 
from using the port of Newcastle should market or 
other conditions make the overall financial considerations 
more beneficial to -the woodchip industry. 

The New South Wales Government requires the proponent 
companies to be completely responsible for the export 
operation and for those iberns of capital expenditure 
for which the companies would be the main beneficiary 
No significant government expenditure is recommended. 

The New South Wales Government advise the Commonwealth 
Government that it would not raise objection should 
a licence be granted to any company for the export 
of woodchips out of the port of Brisbane where a 
portion of the residues used in this export could 
derive from j.pper northern areas of this State 
provided that the same regulations and controls 
be applied to all operations in N.S.W.. irrespective 
of any chosen export port. 

The New South Wales Government recognises that 
the interests of the existing timber industry 
and the likely interests of the proposed woodchip 
industry would benefit from an amalgamation from 
among the existing gtoups now proposing to enter 
the woodchip industry and that therefore an 
amalgamation acceptable to the N.S.W. Government 
be required as a pre-requisite to the issuance of 
any export licence. 

The New South Wales Government favourably considers 
the export of up to 350,000 tonnes per annum of 
woodchips from the North Coast by an Amalgamation 
including Allen Taylor and Company Limited and 
Sawmillers Woodchips Pty. Ltd., subject to 
compliance by the Amalgamation with the 
requirements of the State Pollution Control 
Commission and all other,  statutory bodies. 
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The New South Wales Government advise the 	 — 
Commonwealth Government that it favours 
the granting of one licence for an initial 
period of 15 years for the export of woodchips, 
exclusively from the North Coast of N.S.W. 

The New South Wales Government nominates to the 
Commonwealth Governrn2nt the Amalgamation venture, 
as required above, for the issuance of one 
licence covering the export of up to a total of 
350,000 tonnes per anhum of woodchips from the 
ports of Coils Harbour and/or Newcastle. 

The licence should be conditional upon operating 
procedures, and constraints, as indicated in 
the conclusions of this study and its cQntinuity, 
be conditional upon adhe'renbe to such requirements. 

1.0. 	It is recommended that the New South Wales Government 
note that the Planning and Environment Commission 
and also the Department of Tourism dissented from 
the joint view expressed by the Committee, in 
respect of export through ColTs Harbour and 
expressed concern at the possible adverse effect 
such might have on a designated Tourist Development 
Areas The Committee majoritSr after hearing the 
latest factual information available from these 
scurces7ööfl'sidered that the use of Coffs Harbour 
should be encouraged particularly in view of the 
more valuable decentralisation.benefits. 

7*1 
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The Comn'i.ttce , k:tvi 	 c-cl 1: 	::pU sals or export 
of woodchips irc;n f•n i1n:'t' Co 	. .. N. S .W. . having 
int:'rvi owed ti t'3 app! arxt coIm' - : I 	ud havir: the 
benefit of Dep.irtmental vicw on •r 	nroçosa.b, 
concludes: - 

1. The pio:ent too:i :r:sou:'ce 	mill resjdues 
and for'(.'nt rcsict.; -. ncotc:;.:c:.1ly available aU 
this timc for, wocHnip md iternatjve uses 
within the area irci ttc Qu-t(-.,ns1tnd border, 
south to the Hunter River an -A west to include 
the Tahlelanc3.s, 3.fl? estimated to- be in the 
order of 500,000 tonnos/yr. 

2. This quantity is estimated to be coiiiprised of:- 

330,000 tonncs derived from sawmill residues 
which could be regarded as accurate].y 
identifiable. 

170,000 tonnes derived from a mixture of 
residues of logging and. silvicultural 
treatment of Ci-own ond private property 
inclusive of agricuJ.tural clearings. 

3. With exception of current alternative uses 
the remainder of. these resources could be 
utilised for woudohip eort without detriment 
to the f.eeejesourcq, or existing timber based 
industries and would improve forestry management 
and future forest yields. 	 - 

Li.. Of the estimated 500,000 tomes per year, 
sawrni]l residues equivalent to 33,000 tonnes of 
woodchips in the area sout:i of Three are already 
utilised by Hardboards (Australia) Limited at 
Raymond Terrace for the manufacture of hardboard, 
and it has been Irdicated that this demand is 
likely to reach 63,000 tonnes when the production 

• 	 of this company returns to past levels ,,using the 
higher proportion of mill waste as now practiced. 
Some of the areaTs forest residues are also utilised 
by Hardboards and for mining purposes. For this 
reason, the Committee in its deliberations has 

• 	 accepted that sawrnill residues in the Newcastle-- 
• 	 Taree area are likely to be utilised for hardboard 

production. 

5. Having regard to the complexity of the various 
proposals it was decided that each proponent 
company should be considered primarily in the 
following manner:- 	 - 

Standard Sawmi.JS ing Co. Pty. •Ltd. - Brisbane 

Toyomenka (Mist.) Pty. Ltd. 	- Iluka 

Allen Taylor & Co. Ltd. 	 - Coffs Harbour 

Sawmillers Woodohips Pty. Ltd. 	- Newcastle 
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4r o. Road haulage was usJ by the C::r:ttee tor 
comparative evaluation of the proposals as the 
Committee's investi:ations proved, rail haulage 
to he less economic. 

7. In relation to the proposed ports the 
resource is most con;entra Lcd uround 
which is cejtainlv the most ecoflofflic 1 

ETment Present rend. trsnsportco 
350,007tonneS to Coffs ilarhour would 
approximately $7/torme less and would 
lesser road maintenance costs than to 

wood 
offs Harbour. 
jort for 
E to'? 
he 
involve 
Brisbane/Newcastle. 

Port development costs at Coffs Harbour would 
be greater than at Newcastle/Brisbane resulting 
in F4glier fixed costs of approximately $2 per 
tonne, allowing or arnortisati.Ofl of port 
developments .; The Newcastle port under certain 
'ircumstanCe5, might in the future offer the 
remote possibility for cheaper shipping and tug 
costs of up to $3 per tonne and Brisbane to a 
lesser figure, however under f.o.b. sales arrangements 
this would be a benefit to the buyer. 

c;tè-ik Cc' 

8. The configuration of the port of Coffs Harbour 
and the practical a imitations of extensioh 
beyond the curreyit proposal will prevent its 
future use by vessels significantly larger than 
approximately 28,000 D.W.T. and may not allow --------------. 

circumstances - 4 

The Coils harbour facility as envisaged, is, 
however, considered fulv adequate to export the 
total volume of 350,000 tonnes/yr. using vessels 
of the size prcposud 25,000 D.W.T. , at the rate of 
about one load each month. 	 - 

While Newcastle and Prisbane could both become 
export ports for woodchip as an a].ternative to 
a central port at Caffs Tiorhour the economics are 
not as favourable. Howovor, export from Brisbane 
and Newcastle need not nece:safi]-y be precluded. 

Relative economic evaluatinns also indicate that 
Iluka/000dwood Island would be lnszs economic 
than Coffs Harbour for uoodcliip export due to 
the following disadvantages:- 

High'r transport costs because of greater 
distance from the larp;wit volume of resource. 

Hi ghor costs of pnxt •5ev.jlünmen t and. 
maintenance. C.od'.mnc& is]riid would be 
s.LgnhfiL2rttlV mere cc; :Ly to develop end 
beyond the cecx'ami'.; of the voodchip industry. 
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ii . The pcoposal of St.nddi( 	wcni1l lug to export 
Que6nsland dr i.vod. wor;it.l:. 1.': 	out oi 	Bri sbane could 
draw upon r:i 	1 1. 	zird 	fw'c:y'. 	sicLte:; 	estimal:cici 	it 
14Q ,000 tonnt:: per 	ycu t 	Is 	n. N. S. '. 	and may with 
suitable cny:di tiis bc 	.;rItt:d 	to do so 
flthtut aaverse cf.f€:e 	upo: State 
development or the eccnso.ics of a Coil's Harbour 
woodclii.0 project. 

• 	 12. The conversion of nil.l and forest residues to 
ioodchip 	c:ouad earn export income exceeding 
$10 million pv 	nnum at th& recently quoted 
price of 	25/tornie, resulting in significan 
income to the Limber iri6us try and will serve 
to relieve the sawmilling industry of some costs 
now involved in the disposa3. of otherwise useless 
mill residues. 

 The proposals of Allen Taylor and Standard 
Sawmilling considered in conjunction with 
collection by Hardboards near Newcastle, provide 
ior maximum collection of sawmill residues 01 

he North Coast area. 	Such a pattern of development 
would minimise overall costs to the broadest 
possible range of organisations engaged in the 
utilisation and development of the forest resources 
of the North Coast. 

 The structures proposed for each joint venture 
company by the several proponents are considered 
satisfactory in respect of allowing for 
participation of existing operating sawmillers. 

 The company structure of Allen Taylor, Saw'.nillers 
Woodchtps and Standard Sawmllhing is considered 
satisfactory in regard to the current degree of 
basic Australian control. 

 There is, presently, a downturn in demand throughout 
the world for woodchip and, whilst noting that 
Toyomenka alone of the proposers claims the 
existence of a contract for the sale of woodchip, 
the Committee concludes that any company when in 
possession of an export licence, would be able to 
negotiate a sati.sfactory pricing arrangement when 
world demand recovers. 

 Of the proponent companies engaged in timber 
processing activities and planning to export out 
of N.S.W. ports, Allen Taylor is seen to have an 

wide range of expertise while their proposed 
minority foreign associate, C. 	Itoh and Co. Ltd. 
is seen to have the necessary background to suotcrt 
the industry through its expertise in shipping 
and marketing and financial participation. 	The 
Committee notes that Itoh is also a shareholder 
in the woodchip operation at Eden but considers 
that this should not disadvantage the development 
proposed at Coff s Harbour by Allen Taylor. 
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.d\ 18. Sawmillers Woodchips are son is beü-xg 

I 	representative of a larger nujiber of suppliers 
of sawmill residues, as distinct from .forest 

'¼ 	residues, spread over the north coast. 

Woodchip export through Coils Harbour would 
require port and related developments at the 
exporter's expense which has been allowed for 
by the proponent. 

Cost-benefit analysis indicates the nett 
aggregate of regional economic benefits 
favours Coffs Harbour export. 

Development of Coffs Harbour port facilities 
would involve environmental considerations and 
while the State Pollution Control Commission is 
reporting separately on the environmental aspects 
affecting North Coast woodchipping proposals, 
this Committee does however, see transport 
movement through the township of Coffs Harbour 
as the most significant environmental problem 
in the area. 

Any approval to export through Coffs Harbour 
should be subject to the development of a 
Howard Street access road to the mutual 
tflflnonfle company and to Coffs 

Harbour Shire Council. The cost of construction 
of these roads could require 'a contribution 
by the company which the Committee has allowed 
for in cost estimates. The Committee is aware 
of proposals by the Department of Main Roads 
to re-route the Pacific Highway through Coffs 
Harbour at some future 'date. The Department of 
Main Roads has taken into consideration any 
extra traffic load' should export of woodchip 
eventuate and concluded that the effect is 
minimal and will not significantly alter its 
determination of construction priorities. 

\r 
c' Other than the foregoing, no direct costs are 

2 c'a"°" 	foreseen to arise out of environmental 
considerations which would significantly 
affect the economics of the proposals for 
export from Co±'fs Harbour. 

Forest operations upon private lands are not 
as closely controlled by Government agencies as 
upon Crown lands and, whilst the Committee 
recogn;Lses the historical rights of private 
landholders, it is true that there is speculation 
within community interests that indiscriminate 
clear felling could lead to a degrarLati.on of 
the environment ew:rt thou':h th3 foLiowLng 
legislation does e:ist to control such activities:- 

a streom bank protection under Section 26D 
of the Water Act 

logging on 'orp tao ted lands' under the Soil 
Conser'ation Act 

tree proservaticn orders tinder the Loc:il 
Govornm.jnt Act 	- 

.j.J 
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Thus, 	
the- Comnt 	. Lec Cflx:S I c1er; that the export 

of woodcn.ps derivi"6 	 wastes 
resulting from .1.egi 	agricultural 
improvement progr-uimc s on private landholdings 
be approved un to a ii:xniwrz of 10% of the tot:l 
actc1. woodc}iip export volume achieved in that 
year, with provision for revision when the 
findings of the currint investigation comrnissior\ed 
by the Minister for Lands and Forests, are known. 

• 23. 	It is desirable thattoodchip resources be used 
• for production of pulp within Australia as soon 

rts is practicable and economically viabla. 
Australian Paper Mills has expressed its current 

• intention to establish a pulp mill on the North 
Coast in 10-15 years tima. 	The Committee has 
taken this into consideration and is satisfied 

• that the export propcsals under the terms 
recommended by this Committee will not adversely 
affect the future availability of resource for 
manufacture 01 pulp in Australia. 	The export of 
woodohip should he limited to a period of 15 years 
with re-appraisal after 10 years in the light of 
the requirements of any proposed Australian pulp 
industry and 	the extent of resources available at 
that tune. 

The dcvelopinent of a woodchip industry on the bases 
outlined herein would be beneficial to the North 
Coast regions of tho State and could be expected to 
provide direct employment to the extent of 
approximatel 	200 additionaobs. 	The total 

popui.a - ion increae yis esMmaiea a 	about 1000 
hence such a project at Coffs Harbour would be 

&Ô&'°' 	a 
a most valuable decantralisation achievement. 

• 	I ThLikely additional income to the region would 
be $100 million over 10 years on the expected 
woodchip price. 

Commonwealth Government collections would be 
increased in the order of $lmil/year from company 
and personal taxation, sales taxes etc. 	The flow 
of money collectedby State Government and local 
authorities is estimated to increase also by 
around $1 million/year as below:- 

($ Estimated) 

- 	Road maintenance tax 	 60.000 

. 	
Port dues 	 100.000 

Forestry royalties 	 - 	 50.000 
8000j, d 

Insurance 

- 	Registration of Trucks 	 50.000 

Payroll tax 
	 100.000 

- 	Fuel tax land & water rates 	20.000 

Power 	 403.000 	- 

rect ta3 	 . 	 Nyt determ0ifl 

These arc ev.pectrd in most instances to reasOt-: 
cover cost:; exp?,ct.td to a: ise in provision of 
services. 

L 	• 
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e local area, beyond provision of some port 
addition significant benefits wiLl flow to 

 

In 

cilities, at no cost to the people 01 the 
ea. 	The Government also i.s not involved in L y significant outlay in the proposals as all 
sts for development work areto be met by the 
ccessful export company. 

26 If a port facility is constructed at Coffs Harbour 
\c \ adjacent to land significant to local aborigines, 

)O11 	
\ it is highly desirable'that a compromise concerning 

this port facility be accepted by local aborigines 
r through the mediation of the National Parks and 

Wildlife Service and that this be made binding on 
A the company to whom a Coils Harbour export woodchip 

toe  
L].icence is granted. 

27. If shipping transport as currently envisaged in 
f the Allen Taylor submission is not available 

and if the f.o.b. price of woodchips is reduced 
corresponding to any increased shipping costs, 
woodchip export could become marginally economic. 
Therefore, it is recommended to the Commonwealth 
Government that the minimum export price of 
woodchips cx Coffs Harbour be $25 per green tonne 
f.o.b. 	subject to escalation. 	If the N.S.W. 
Governmpnt decides. that the bulk of woodchip 
export must take place through Newcastle and 
resort to more expensive vessels becomes 
necessary, then recalculation of the minimum 
price of woodchips should he made to a figure 
sufficient to provide a return to sawmfllers 
and the woodchip exporting company equivalent 

• to that which would be obtained from a Coffs 
Harbour export venture. 

.1.1 
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The following rertsons havc bocn adv::ced in support 
advent of the North Cou-:i: wic'hip industry: 

• Improvement of profitpbi]J ty and productivity of the 
sawcnilling and forest industries. 

• To provide the iraxirnum benefit to the maximum number 
of swuiillors. 

• The i;;)roved utilisation o.z existing resources. 

• Improved forest management and yield. 

• Underwriting of job security of the existing 4,800 
employees in timber industries covering the whole of 
the North Coast. 

• Reduction of residue disposal costs. 
• Utilisation of a resource which is currently wasted. 

The industry, as p"oposed, might be regarded as one of wood 
waste recovery (residues) primarily from sawmills and in this 
regard the following expectations could be envisaged; 

Whilst all proposers have indicated that the return 
to sawmiliers would be of the order of. $6 per tonne 
for debarked slab residue, Allen Taylor & Co. Pty. 
Ltd. (Allen Taylor) have circularised sawmillers to 
the effect that the expected starting point price 
will he $10 per tonne for chipped residues in the 
bin at the sawmill - a similar price to all the 
sawmillers. 

Apart from the return from the proposed industry, most 
sawmillers will obtain some saving through the 
elimination of burning. This saving could be expected 
to average $1 per tonne and could be as high as 
$2 - 3 per tonne in some instances. 

Lembke (Australian Forest Industries Journal) projects 
to the effect that smaller sawmills on the basis of 
economics will become fewer being absorbed by larger 
millers. Should such a trend accelerate, it is 
conceivable that sawmill residues could become more 
economic to collect. 

Returns from both chipping of sawmill waste and 
from the more valuable sawn portion are likely to 
bring about the economic utilisation of some otherwise 
unrecoverable timber presently left in forests. 

On present values, gross income to the industry from 
350,000 tonnes per year export, at a.rate of $9 
million per year could amount to the order of $135 
million over 15 years from material which is now 
burnt or left to rot on the forest floors. Woocchips 
should become more valuable having regard to th& 
predicted world shortage of pulpwood. 

It has been established that sufficient residues would he 
available to support the industry (Appendix I). The Committee 
considers that it is in the best interests of State and 
private industry to encourage 'the industry, subject to 
qualifications expressed elsewhere in the report. 
M 
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In considering the attributcs of the proponont compani':r, 
it would be difficult to recommend th.?t pc.ierence he given 
to the issue of a licence directly to a for€ign controlled 
company which has no activity in the local sawrnilling 
industry in the face of Australian companies applying for 
licences which are part of th sawmilling and forest industries 
and would service the woodchip industry. On this basis 
alone, it would be difficult - C) support a recommendation 
approving of the issue of a licence to T9yomdnka. It is 
recognised that Toyomenka would have the necessary financial 
strength and marketing ability to back up such a venture. 

Since no commensurate benefits would accrue to the industry 
through development at Iluka--Goodwood Island compared with 
Coffs Harbour and since no other proposers are interested 
due to higher port development and operating (transport) 
costs Iluka-Goodwood Island could not he viewed favourably 
when compared to Coffs Harbour for woodchip export. 

The viability of a Brisbane export operation is seen as being 
dependent upon Queensland residue availability and other. 
local factors not the prerogative of this Committee to assess. 

Having established a principle in respect of Standard 
Sawmilling (Brisbane) and Toyomenka (Iluka-Goodwood Island) 
further analyses are related in the main, to proposals for 
shipment from Co±'fs Harbour by Alien Taylor and from 
Newcastle by Sawmillers Woodchips, but with due consideration 
of the influence of a possible Brisbane facility upon' both 
N.S.W. . operations. 

Considerations which could have influence upon the choice 
of licencee are seen as the financial capability of the 
proposer, expertise of the proposer, degree of Australian 
ovrnership, degree of local activity in the timber industry, 
equity intarest to be held by the buyer, price and specification 
arrangements, shipping capability of proposed buyers, 
environmental effects and cost or constraints, capital 
expenditure for development and market prospects. 

The merits of Itoh as Allen Taylorts partner are seen as 
being that the company:- 

has a 1-irge fleet of chip carriers and had indicated 
in w;itirig the availahiJity of a chip.carrier at a 
low freight rate. 

is.: presenty buying Australian harthrood chips at an 
acceLable price and has indicated the highest offer 
at this point of time, viz. $45/B.D.U., equivalent 
to $25/green tonne. 

has close connection3 wLth a number ol' pulpmills so 
that their joint ventura wciuid not bo reiy±n on 
the d;ands of only one buyer. 

The m2rits of Allen Taylor ai seen a being that the 
company:- 

is the only proposer to hcwc uncicrtaken reasonable 
f,conoijiic and 1e3:iLlli tv 1ttldies J a cupport of 
proposH S. 

•W1 
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• has strong boa]. I inancal vti'cng Lii through links 
with E.M.I. 

• has strong Jechnical coripetenco through these 
associations and their timber industry operations. 

Whi].e Sawmi].lers Woodchips is a shell formation, their claims 
for consideration include:-- 

the right for a stake and voice in the industry 
which their shareholders will primarily service. 

their proposed operation would initially require 
little capital and could immediately commence 
through Brisbane and Newcastle through temporary 
facilities if economic and should a market be 
immediately negotiable. 

The implications of the latter in conjunction with higher 
operating costs are analysed in Appendices II and V. Allen 
Taylor makes similar provision in their proposals. It is 
seen as being desirable that the siructure of the export 
company makes suitable provision for all sawmillers to have 
the opportunity to participate with protection and forms 
of profit sharing. Each of the applicant companies has 
indicated that they will arrange company structures accordingly. 

The Committee, being mindlull of the equivalent interests and 
local identity of Allen Taylor and Savnnillers Woodchips, 
supports the view that, in consi-deration of their relative 
merits,due regard be given to forms of approval so constructed 
as to encourage an amalgamation or united approach by these 
two proposer's. The opinion of the Committee is that the 
establishment of the industry and its integral components 
should be aimed in a manner which is in the best interests of 
sawinilling and forest industries and of State development. 

The most desirable arrangem?nt is seen as an amalgamation 
of Allen Taylor and Sawmil].ors Woodchips with allocation 
of shares to participating sawrnilbers on a pro rata tonnage 
basis, together with a minority interest to be held by the 
ultimate buyer. It has been brought to the attention of the 
Committee that such an. arrangement is under negotiation by 
these parties. 

t 
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RES0LUTIONa'_PR0P0SAI 

See Appendix II for synopsis of proposals: 

1. (a) The first proposal to emerge was that by 
Allen Taylor in association with C.H. Itoh 
(Itoh) based upon shipment of 350,000 tonnes 
per year through Coffs Harbour. Allen Taylor 
has indicated that they also recognise that 
resources south of Three could possibly he 
more economically transported to Newcastle 
and would be prepared to study the economics 
of shipment through Newcastle of more 
southerly resources having due regard to 
established collection practices servicing 
the hardboard industry at Raymond Terrace. 

Then followed a proposal by Standard 
Sawmilling Co. Pty. Ltd. (Standard Sawmilling) 
based upon shipment of primarily Queensland 
residues through Brisbane, along with some 
100,000 tonnes per year of residues from - 
northern N.S.W. The majority of these N.S.W. 
residues could be competed for with Allen. 
Taylor. 

The two companies were prepared to co-operate 
to the extent that until Coff s Harbour was 
developed the residues collected by Allen 
Taylor would be shipped through Brisbane. 11hen 
Coffs Harbour. became developed, Standard 
Sawmilling then planned to ship through Coffs 
Harbour those N,S,W. residues which could be 
more economically transported to Coffs 
Harbour. 

There is, thus, no significant conflict 
between these two proposals, 1. (a), 1. (b). 

The proposal by Toyomenka (Australia) Pty. 
Ltd. (Toyomenka) is not greatly different, 
fundamentally, from the above cmbined two 
proposals. A central port of shipment (CoLts 
Harbour or Iluka - Goodwood Island) is 
proposed for the major volume of exports. 
Iluka-Goodwood Island was the company's first 
choice. 

2. The proposal to emerge by Sawmillrs Woodohips Pty. Ltd. 
(Sawmfllers Woocichips) is significantly diffarent in 
that all north coast sawmill residues, with the exception 
of those north of Grafton, are proposed to he transported 
to Newcastle for shipment. SavmiTJ.ei's Woodchips and 
Standard Sawrnilling propose to 'in in a Brisbane--based 
export roj cot. 

P.asical.ly , reso!ut.cn would epp2ar to lie between the rolEtivo 
economiCs of proo:;als 1, (a), (L), (c) uid. 2., 1.2. the 
rclata ye cost/beneii.tr c -C E:hipmdi-lt o t  the major aiail able 
volci'ie of residues tc 	one ceural nor;h coast port v.a. 
sh2çuor1t t!)rctLch Ncwcat].e. 
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REWTVEPROJFCT COSTS  

r.tlo Committee decided that coLuarison of production costs 
uetwesn the proposals should be on an 1. o.b. basis as it 

established that the purchaser, in addition to sea 
fr''ight, will pay tug costs, etc. 

Some 350,000 tonnes of the economically available North 
Coast resource is closer to Coffs Harbour. The 27,000 
tonnes of sawmill residues north of Casino, together with 
any south of Three not required for hardhoard and other 
incidental uses could well be collected for export through 
Coffs Harbour without significantly affecting project 
economics. 

The cost studies indicate that export through Coffs Harbour 
could be, at this point of time, some $5 per tonne f.o.b. 
less than export through Kooragang (Newcastle) and Brisbane. 
This order of saving is significant having regard to an 
expected woodchip expert value of $25 per tonne f.o.b. 

It is logical to 	that in practice a higher percentage 
of residues would he collected from nearby resources than 
more distant. It is in this respect that the theoretical 
basis for the calculations in this report produces a higher 
cost than might occur in practice for export through Coffs 
Harbour relative to other alternatives. This is due to the 
existence of a very large and very close low cost resource 
base which, along with further savings in transport costs 
expected to result from inflation, amplify Coffs Harbour 
advantages and could give rise to a further cost saving of 
several dollars per tonne within severaL years should inflation 
proceed at rates similar to recent years. 

While export through Iluka could be marginally viable, it 
would be less economic than through Coffs Harbour but 
comparable to the alternative of Kooragang/Brisbane. 

Newcastle could provide for an immediate commencement of 
collection and export if demand exists. 	However, a 
temporary higher price would need to be negotiated. 

It is apparent that a large enough resource is not economically 
available near Newcastle to give a sufficient transport 
advantage to ensure full utilisation of more distant and major 
resources near Coffá Harbour - a similar situation exists 

aa 	q 9 relative to Brisbane. 

Newcastle 'c A significant volume of sawmill residue near 
is already utilised by the local hardboard industry while, 
in the short-term, most of sawmill residue could be required 
being the lowest cost source of woodchip. - An export 
operation at Newcastle would either take from or increase 
costs of the local hardboard industry. 	It would not seem 
desirable to disrupt the existing and projected operations. 
&icouragementof local use of resource would seem preferable 
to encouragement of export. 

The priorities to be resolved are thus seen as being twofold:- 

Policies of support for regional development as 
against increase of capability of centralised 
faci].ibies. 

Policies of support of promotion of local as 
against foreign interests. 
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Sundry items, 	not accounted for in assessing the f.o.b. 
price which could show a small differential favouring 
Coffs Harbour, include cost of land and rates and tonnage 
charges, shorter conveyor (interest and depreciation on 
$250,000), higher capacity loader (interest and depreciation 
on $250,000). Productivity of regional labour is generally 
considered tcbe higher than in metropolitan industry. 

Normal demurrage, because of weather, strike action and 
possible other unforeseen factors, has not been included 
and does not appear to favour either port. 

The total N.S.W. North Coast tonnage as estimated to be 
economically available could be more economically shipped 
through Coffs Harbour alone. The tonnage in the Coffs Harbour 
area alone, could be most economically shipped out of 
Coffs Harbour. 

The only project catering for the industry as a whole 
showing total costs less than the $25 per green tonne 
woodchip price expected, at this point of time, is ex 
Coffs Harbour based upon a return of $6 per tonne. for 
debarked slab to sawmillers, $10 per tonne to sawmillers 
for woodchips and a higher cost for forest residueS. 
Shipment ex Iluka could be marginally economic while 
Brisbane/Kooragang schemes appear doubtful economically. 

Sufficient residues are not available outside the zone of 
influence of Coffs Harbour to the north or south to justify 
either a Brisbane operation and/or a Newcastle project in 
addition to a Coffs Harbour project. 

A Brisbane project could possibly be justified based upon 
Queensland residues and costing of scheme H assumes such. 

It is pointed out that all costs and assessments have been 
made having regard to information available at this point 
of time as are likewise any assumptions. Any changes in 
these could, of course, change the balance. 

/ 
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TABLE NO 1 
RELATIVE PROJECT COSTS TO THE POINT OF LOADING (F.0A3.) - $ PER TONNE 
DETAILS APPENDIX II 

NEWCASTLE 	Brisbane 
IluI -- 
	

Te and 
COFFS HARBOUR 	 Kooragang Whf. Kooragang 

TONNES/YEAR '000 	189 350 425 329 350 256 	180 625 

COSTITEM 	 A 	B 	C 	D 	E 	F 	G 	H 

1 Transport 	 3.5 

2 Interest charges 
port developnait 1.0 
stacker/loaders 0.6 

3 Depreciation 
port development 	) 
stacker loaders 1.2) 

4 Wharfage charge 	-0.3 

5 Loading demurrage 	- 

6 Maintenance dredging - 
7 Port handling 	1.6 

8 Roads 	 0.4 

9 	 8.6 	8.4 	8.7 11.5 	14.7 14.1 19.0 13.4 

10 Chip cost 	10.7 10.7 10.7 10.7 	10.7 10.7 1000 10.7 

11 	 19.3 19.1 19.4 22.2 	25.4 24.9 29.0 24.1 

12 Contingency . 	3.0 	3.0 	3.0 	3.0 	3.0 	3.0 	3.0 	3.0 

13 	 22.3 22.1 22.4 25.2 	28.4 27.8 32.0 27.1 
_._ 

It is assumed that all projects, except G, will operate on the basis 
of mobile and fixed chipping costs which along with transport and 
project costs, are detailed in Appendix II. 

Sawmill residues required by Hardboards have not been included in 
costings, except G. 

D - Development costs are such to accommodate vessels of 45,000 Th)T. 

E2b - A higher loading rate is required by the Maritime Services 
Board at Kooragang than at Coils Harbour or Iluka. 

G - Lee Wharf (proposal by Sawinillers Woodchips-tempoi'ar'Y facility) 
7G charges quoted by Toll Chadwick plus $0.5 per tonne 
for quality control and management. 

H - 200,000 tonnes cx Queensland, 256,000 tonnes cx Kooragang 
south from Coffs Harbour, 169,000 tonnes cx Brisbane north 
from Coffs Harbour. 

40 4jet 

o 
	C) 
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HAULAGE OF TONNAGE FALLING NATURALLY TO 

- 
Road haulage cost to 	Road haulage cost to 	0 
Coils Harbour 	 Neccastie and Brisbane 

Tonnes Trips Av.  - Trip Haul Haul Av. Trip Haul Haul 
per per Haul Ian rate cost haul 1cm rate cost 
year year dist per $ per $ per dist. per $ per $ per 

year tonne year year tonne year 
1 000 1 000 1cm 1 000 1 000 1cm 1 000 1 000 

Tvcgie 4 ° - - - - 
nrth 

csinc 31 3.1 176 546 7.6 236 240 744 9.8 304 
Graftofl 54 5.4 85 459 4.3 232 360 1944 14.0 756 

ffs H. 109 10.9 35 382 2.6 283 400 4360 15.3 1668 
2LThPSCY 26 2.6 112 291 5.3 138 280 728 11.2 291 
auchope 71 7.1 189 1342 8.1 575 232 1647 9.5 675 

Glen i./ 
'renterfid 16 1.5 240 360 9.8 157 336 504 13.2 211 
A.T. Waicha 43 4.3 224 963 9.2 396 384 . 1651 14.7 632 
TarCeSth 35 - - - - - - - - 

'mta1 350 4343 2067 11578 4537 

	

Number of tricks 	 4,343,000 	35 	
11,578,000-9 2 

SOOlcty'day 
 

	

250 days/yesir 	 500 x 250 	 . 500 x250 + 3 spares 	 + 8 spares 

Extra trucks u1d be required in each schune for Casino North and Taree South 
residues. 

The resource falling naturally to Coffs Harbour if hauled to Brisbane ath 
Newcastle ta1d incur additioral haulage cost of $7 per torme. 

This saving would enable the support of even more distant residues and 
povide a higher return to sas.3rcllers. 

The haulage cost saving by exjort through Coffs Harbour while antunting to 
$2,470,000 per year initially could iirrease with inflation (at about 10% 
per. year) to $5 million in the 10th year. 

After allowing for higher capital charges arising from the higher costs of 
deveioxnent of Coffs Harbour over and above Brisbane. and Neccastle the nett 

• loss the tijrl-,er iniustry sculd experience could be of the order of $15 in • over 
a penal of 5 years, allowing for 10% inflation. 

• Irconvertience to tourist travellers scaild be significantly greater along the 
Highway (92 trucks travelling LUS million 3cm per year as against 35 trucks 
travellirxj 4.1 million 3cm) 

• Road maintenance costs sould be higher as a result of greater road drage. 

• Fuel usage tculd be I million gallons per year greater - undesirable pollution 
effects and fuel cestage in tirnas of fuel sho.tge. 

Some $3 million ectra capital tild be required for trucks. 



7 _ COST INFLJTENCF,S 

7. 1 EARLY STUDL'?.3 OF Vt IY 

In that transport costs were recognised as the 
key for viability of bhis industry, early 
investigations were related to transport economi. Cs. 

The Committee endeavourod to devise an optimum 
scheme based upon rail transportation to an 
existing port, viz. Newcastle. 

Being mindful of higher prevailing rail freight 
rates but the desirability of encouraging rail 
transport to reduce road traffic impacts, the 
Public Transport Commission endeavoured to devise 
a unit train scheme to minimise transport costs. 

The scheme did not prove favourable in that the 
overall transport costs utilising unit trains 
from three accumulation points were found to be 
higher than the relative all road transport costs. 

¶ 	 In respect of transportation by rail of residues 
-- 	 in the Coffs Harbour zone of influence, it can 

be realised that virtually the full rail freight 
cost from Coffs Harbour to Newcastle would be a 
cost additional to the road transport cost to a 
port at Coffs Harbour since the residues would 
have to be collected by road from dispersed mills 
and forest areas for delivery to a Cofis Harbour 
railhead (i.e. instead of to the port). Also, 
there would be incurred at the railhead, the 
capital cost of these facilities, the capital cost 
of unit train wagons and maintenance and the cost 
of rail unloading equipment at Newcastle. 

Transport by standard rolling stock at the rates 
quoted by the Public Transport Commission would 
not be more economic than by road from any point 
of collection. Appendix II compares the relative 
costs of road and rail transport. On the basis 
of present rates, rail is not competitive with 
road transport. 

It became apparent then than the lowest mean 
transport cost in catering for wide ranging 
residue resources would accrue by export through 
Coffs Harbour, the approximate centre of the 
most concentrated volume of resource which, in 
turn, would provide the safest base for 
establishment ensuring maximum benefits to the 
sawmill and forest industries apart from any 
additional regional development benefits. 

A large and low cost resource close to the point 
of accumulation is the recognised basis for the 
participation of more distant or less economic 
resources in similar industries in other parts of 
the world. Neither Newcastle nor Brisbane have 
such an advantageous primary cost base. 
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Subsequent studies indic.t.c-d that the whole or part of 
the North Coast resourccs could be viably shipped 
out of Coffs Harbour which cannot he said for 
either Brisbane or Newcastle on the basis of 
known costs and present woôdchip export price. 
It has been mentioned that pulpmaking expansion 
is proposed near Brisbane which could compete 
for a significant tonnage of the more economically 
collectable residues. 

Three types of faciliti.es  have been contemplated 
for Newcastle:-- 

• Kooragang utilfsing the existing bulk berth 
with provision of loading equipment by 
proponent companies. 

• At Lee Wharf utilising Toll Cbadwick's loading 
system (very low capacity) with stockpiling at 
Sandgate and truck haulage to wharf (a costly 
system). 

• Kooragang utilising a new multiple-use 

	

Government wharf (2--3 years hence) with 	- 
provision of loading equipment by proponent 
companies. 

The former are envisaged as temporary measures 
pending availability of the latter. 

The relative economics largely depend upon the relative 
transport costs and the possible cost of any environmental 
constraints yet to be determined although the various 
possibilities and cost impacts are considered in this 
study - refer Section 7.3. 

Any deliberate imposition of large additional 
transport costs on the major volume of resource could 
only be justified if such costs could be offset by 
other savings through shipment out of Newcastle. 
,.The current indications are that presently no 
savings other than capital ôharges of the order of 
$2 per tonic would be likely. 

Of the two most appropriately suited and situated 
central port prospects, Iluka and Coffs Harbour, it 
would seem reasonable for one to be offered a 
decentralised opportunity in the face of ever- 
seeking efforts which could bring recognised regional 
benefits to a decentralised area rather than 
intensify already well endowed centralised locations. 

7.2 LOGIC 	SHIE:.T T7iROIIGI COFFS jt'0UR 

While estitii&ites of the vThnte of economically 
collectabie residue (Apnci:ix I) crc not identical 
in each proposal the lov.t 	tirr.ate indicates 
si;tiiifi.cant rosoL)rce to ;port an export woodchip 
industry and moreover, t.hL. U by tar ;;h2 most large 
conen ;- ted voluint lies within sortu 120 km - of 
Coffs Hurbour. In fact, sonic 350,000 tonnes of the 
estimatcd 500,006 Lonnes which inig}; U ho economically 
colieetcci on the north co:i: t.  cC N. SJ!. are clo:er 
to the single ccnr,re of Coff:-; Harbour than to Iluka 
or to jewcastle end Bri.bune cci.toin..d. 
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The large volunie of resir&UeS near Coffs Harbour 
provides a most effectiVe low cost base upon 
which the industry CoUld expand into collection 
from further distant area$. Brisbane and more 
particularly Newcastle do not provide such an 
extremely advantageous benefit. Other significant 
advantages of shipment through a Coffs Harbour 
port facility are seen or calculated as providing:- 

The most economic form of development of 
the industry. 

The maximum benefit to the sawmilling/ 
forest industries. 

Increased benefit to the Forestry Commission 
as its forests in the area could improve 
with further silviculture. 

/4 •  Relief to parts of the depressed North 
Coast area. 

A tourist interest for visitors to the region 
if tours are arranged. 

Increased regional beneits of the kind 
demonstrated at Eden (see Appendix III). 

Reduced haulage distance 'thich provides: 

less road hazard through fewer 
vehicles over shorter distances 
and less fuel usage resulting in 
more favouratle environmental 
situations. 

• lower,  road' damage and cost of 
maintenance. 

lower transportation operating costs 
resulting in higher income to the 
sawrnilling and forest industries. 

Greater potential benefit, through developed 
local practices, in support of a pulp operatiofl 

plamied by A.P.M. in the area. 

Port development for a pri\ate industry 
operation at no cost to the Government. 

Having established that a central port of shiP t ' 

Coffs Harbour, provides the most economic form 
development, on the basis of knovrn costs and WC 

price, the nature of opposition needs to be CC- 

in order to assess the validity and any cotZ 
therefrom including environmental protectiofl. 
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7.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS - ECONOMIC IMPACT 

Considerations are taken into account in this study 
in respect of any environmental constraints so far 
identified which would affect the economics of the 
industry. 

It will be recognised that additional costs give 
rise to reduction of benefits to the sawmiliing and 
forest industries primarily. 

AnalysLLs of the overall effects of the alternative 

CLbAIA 	 schemes indicate a significant inter-relationship 
fr between possible environmental effects and the benefits 

kP 
oP & 	

and viability of the industry. A judgement of the 

V 	order of priorities may well be necessary, 

S  

' ,ç\o 

fT'or instance, should it be found necessary for the 
Iprotection of the environment that woodchip export 
could not take place through Coffs Harbour, costs of 
the next best alternative, Iluka, could disadvantage 
the industry by $3 per torme f.o. b., by $5 per tonne 

jx Kooragang and by $10 per tonne cx Lee Wharf. 
t 

The major and contentious activities resulting from 
The advent of the industry are seen as highway 
transport movement and port facility location and the 
accommodation of any adverse effects is taketi into 
;cCOUi1t in cost analyses where significant and 
quantitive. 

Significant additional costs could be imposed upon 
tha industry should any constraints bring about the 
stuat1on whereby longer haulage distances are involved 
and in which case the number of trubks required would 
he greater, i.nvoJ:ving hiher freight cost, higher 
capital investuieixt, higher road maintenance taxes and 
higher road: repair costs through a large mileage 
multiplier (see Table 2). 

Coffs Harbour export could add further traffic 
lnconverLLence to restdents which, in the opinion of 
the Coamittee, should be accommodatod by diversionary 
routes adding a cost to the operatfon of some 20 cents 
per tonne in fixed c}.mrges, in satisfaction of public 
convenince. 

it is not expected that there will. he any significant 
direct copstraints imposed upon chip tnxcks per se as 
suitabtevcJ iclos des!gnPd to limit noise and spillage 
will he used. 

- 
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It is not expoc ud tha U rny constraint would b 
imposed. which would fox-cc trn;port by rail 
which could repre. ent added cost and capitr , . 
investiiient imposi tions, but rather encouragc- ;  
to utilise rail is desirable. 

It is not antcapated that there would be any 
siptifl cant con'traints imposed upon chipping of 
sawnil] residitcs. In fact, should sav.nillers 
elect to burn residues environmental constraThts 
could impose some costs which could he saved by 
the alternative of chipping. 

The cost of constraints which are likely to be 
applied to ensure that 'forest logging residues 
are removed in a manner which is not environmentay 
detrimen-tal is indeterminate. Any cost imposition 
will incur similar relativity in each alternative. 
Implications of constraints in respect of 
agricultural and private woodlot residues are 
covered in Appendix I. 

Opposition to the utilisation of some ports, as 
distinct from the industry as a whole, has been 
brought to the attention of the Committee by 
various interests. The opposition, sometimes 
t,uotional and speculative, is not always braced by 
lactual evidence nor seemingly have many attempts 
ocen made to accommodate any reasonable alterr.ativ'2s. 

Opposition of a similar nature has been levelled at 
the whole industry, where, however, reason is 
expected to prevail, with any valid problems being 
accommodated in order that overall opportunities 
are enhanced. 

It has been brought to the attention of the 
Committee that the Shire Council of Coffs Harbour 

does not favour the use of 
,- Coffs Harbour as a pdrt for woodchip export. 	A 

7 /flpeition, organised by an Anti-Woodchip Group at 
I 	<. Coffs Harbour, was signed by 5,370 residents and 

.-S tourists. 	By comparison, a petition organised by 
a Pro-Woodchip Group for a Clarence River port 

S was signed by 3,000 residents and tourists. 
0 Weightng each petition on size of population, etc. 

.p1  j would suggest a similar vaj.ue he assigned to the 
-2 petitions. 	As the situations are similar one 

would have expected similar benefits or disadvantages 
for each location. 

Representatives of the National Perks and Wildlife 
Service have indicated that representations have 
been macic for the o:'oc1ainat±c:- 	of a Marine Park and 
anAboriginal Rose"ve at CoiL; Harbour in an area 
affecteci by the woodchip export proposal. 	The 
Committee has bec:n advised that requirements for the 
estahl1sh!ent of the 14arine Park and costs inv1vd 
in acco;. oaahin 	th: 	required provistens of the 
bar!gLj. Rtsoeve 	an be met without, adversely 
affcc.±ng 	the CCcno!tics of t}i.'woodchip pioposal. 

I- 
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The Committo.: holds the belief that the -p)thorities 
and preservation interosts concerned will rendily 
co-operate with the company in its cIesta and intent 

to rather enhance tourism, restoration $ roservati en, 
etc. Ships and harbours and relat'd activities are 
attractive to tourists. Eden provides a local example 
of how such a similar type of industry has increased 
population and tourist interest and provided other 
community benefits otherwise unobtainable. It should 
be recognised that the timber industries also generate 
a wide range of benefits in the area. 

The Regional Advisory Council supports the development 
of Coffs Harbour. The Chamber of Commerce, at a 
meeting on Ltth February, 1976, overwhelmingly supported 
woodchip export from Cofis Harbour in accordance with 
the current proposal. The interests of the sawmilling 
and forest industries in the area, the business community 
and the real interests of the totrist industry do not appear 
to have been fully considered by the opposition. 

In summary, there appears to he one significant 
environmental intrusion which could be introduced 
by the advent of the industry and this being the impact 
of additional heavy haulage traffic on State highways 
and through towns. This intrusion would be minimised 
by shipment from Coffs Harbour and maxLmised by shipment 
from Brisbane and Newcastle. The volume of trucking 

czi the highway north and south could have sortie economic/ 
offct '.port the whole North Coast tourist 

bc sed 
•' 	 l7u i ( 	' C 

The impact on minor roads is not seer, as a drain on Shire 
iunds as proponents in all cases have undertaken to 
contribute to road maintenance. 

In respect of export tlireug}i a Co.Cfs Harbour port, in 
sati.:.factior) of pubi Lo eonvcrionce and the opposition 
by Counci]., the Committee has given considorati.on to 
wirsir':a sati.on of chip truck r.iovemerits through the town 
and regarU estabiJ.sh!hmt of an appropriate diversionary 
rr.:e to avoid reidmti]. streets of CoIls Harbour a 
cost which the industrj 2h0'.1d bear. 

Ecnno,ic studies rercal the industry to be marginally 
viable through ar.y cjUcc;n:ative, based upon known costs 
end expected onr1chp .....:pert r;ri.c. The total cost 
of cnvjronr:i:r.'. C'2: i ints could .Yfect the whole 
industry ci; the ycct:a of th: timber industries and 
r.t;i;inl develoc:eT . This pain;i.cularly applies if 
eKpnrt tr::oLJ 	a c.....t) t j L port, 'iz. Cof±'s Harbour, 
to denied. 

'iFc dijer. s 0 ' tC? 7flTh.):3cr 'I COULd he strliIicEr1t].y lmpairr.d 
by r.dop Lica cf J.c'c than t.i uOSt eccaomic sche:n.3 . Even in 
t.2 ior term rv U fli cups cl cos to incurred in 
dv AoPnI ~ -nGof Ccrft vAr'ncur •f0r woodc ip export are 

Jd by iii gie 	cxt i.rt c;1; 	incrrr.cI in transportation ,  
ihccxclusion of Coff3 Harbour 

T)c!; ot. v.'aodoh.ps could 
Ihun 	bnc 	cnnn.: Lc:, us U..t tnd'.z:, t.ry 
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8 .  BENEFIT ANATYSIS 
• - 

The gross aggregate of regional benefits favours Coffs 
Harbour for export of residue derived woodchip. These 
benefits are generated pririvtrily from:- 

(a) Out of 500,000 tonnes over the whole North Coast 
area, 150,000 tonnes are in the Coffs Harbour Area. 

S 

Port opera~rredimilar capital expenditure 

[deuvelopment
a 	 or Coffs Harbour port 

 as for extra trucks required for 
age to Newcastle. 

The gain to the industry of the favourable 
differential between transport (variable) costs 
to Newcastle and capital (fixed) costs at Coffs 
Harbour which could increase with time due to 
Inflation. 

(a) Regional multiplier effects. 

(e) Environmental benefits, less fuel, less traffic 
impact. 

Whereas a ColTs Harbour operation does divert some income 
frorii the sawmilling and forest industries to the finance 
sector, a Newcastle operation diverts far greater income 
to the transportation industry - the latter, in turn s  
resulting in more Government and public costs and fewer 
local benefits in various sectors as identified in Appendix 
III. 

The effects of establishing the industry at Coffs Harbour 
could be a sigüficant advance in that area whilst in 
relation to Newcastle the relative effect would be minimal. 

The cost of the ColTs Harbour operation not only supports 
the industry more than a Newcast1.e-based scheme would, tAxt 

as well as improving a central port, at no cos 
Government. 
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V 

ASPECTS_RELATIVE TO LICENCING  

9.1 MARKET BACYGROUND 

While other Australian chip industries depend upon 
over 90% of resource from deliberate tree felling, 
the North Coast industry will depend upon over 90% 
of resource from trees felled for other useful 
purposes where residues are at present wasted. 

The volume proposed for export would represent just 
over 10% of that already proposed for export from 
Australia ag follows:- 

Tas. 	- A.?.P.N. 	 900,000 tonnes/yr. 	 * 
N*orthorn Woodchips 	750,000 
Tasmanian Pulp 	650,000 

W.A. 	- W.A. Chip & Pulp 	750,000 

N.S.W. - Harris-Daishowa 	750,000 

3,800 000 

It is generally known that the Japanese woodchip 
market has been in severe downturn for some time and 
that the sitLiation is expected to improve within some 
two years. Tinder the uncerbain circumstances, a firm 
buyer commitment, honefides and capability are highly 
important. 	 - 

The impos of all types of woodchip ito Japan 
was 10.6rn million in 1973 of which 2m million 
were derived from the U.S. Purchases have been cut 
back by around 30% this year while paper and board 
factories are operating at 40-60% of capacity and 
inventories have increased to three times the normal 
volume. 

However, in the long-term, the world demand for pulp 
and other wood product; it is reported,will greatly 
exceed existing world capacity and the present 
downturn is expected to he of relatively short duration. 
Two United Nation Agencies forecast a world paper 
and board deficit of over 16 million tonnes by 
1978. Since 1973, newsprint has leapt from $187 per 
tonne to $275 per torme having risen sharply in 1971. 

Australian contracts are generalJ.y f.o.b. sales. 
However, the effect of possible lower ocean freight 

r and tug costs which m.tght arise by shipment out of 
Newcastle along with Ue problems of C. I. F. 

- 	arrangements 	are discussed in Appendix II. The 
50,000_tonnes 

oiti.ng out of .Nawcstl.e appears retIiff view of 
annual tonnage to be shIpped. Further to this, 
potential bcnefit to the north coast region would not 
be obtained. 
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9.2 PRICE AND SPECIFICATION 

I 

I 

A market may not be negotiable if the minimum 
export price is set too high under,  the terms of 
the granting of a licence. \Thile world parity 
price is indeterminate, the relative prices of 
softwood and hardwood chips of various specifications 
(particularly bark percentage, moisture and density) 
can be compared. Current spot sale prices might 
be ignored due to the depressed Japanese market, 
the only market expected to he available. 

New Zealand softwood chips fetch $US56 per B.D.U. 
($A46 per B.D.U.) 

Hardwood chips, until recently ex Eden, fetched 
$A36 per B.D.U. However, since the project is 
controlled by the parent Japanese buyer, the price 
obtained in Japan is more significant to the 
overall profitability of this company. Recent. 
information indicates the price has been raised to 
$A45 per B.D.U. 

The export price for other Australian hardwood 
chips is of the order of fl40 - $A45 per B.D.U. 
with bark content of around 1%. One B.D.U. = 
2,400 lbs dry wood. One B.D.U. x 1.8 = green 
tonne. 

It would appear that a realistic minimum export 
price could be of the order of $A45 per B.D.U. 
with 3% bark, or more preferably 5% bark with 
appropriate clauses to cover escalation of costs. 
and currency changes. A higher bark specification 
would significantly reduce the costs of chipping 
operations while increasing yield. 

Similar market assurance clauses to those recently 
effected for coal exports would be desirable and 
necessary particularly as a large number of 
relatively small sawmillers and perhaps transport 
owners could be effected by downturns in the 
industry. 

9.3 ALTERNATIVE USES AND DEMAND FOR RESIDUES 

Estimated Tonnes Per Year 

Hardhoard manufacture 	 - 	33,000 (fut)re 
up to 
63,000) 

Oyster, garden, etc. stakes 	- 	1,000 

Fuel - forewood 	 - 	10,000 

Mining Timber 	 - 	N/A 
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A significant volume of sawmill residue near 
Newcastle, collected from some 15 mills, is 
already utilised by the local hardhoard industry 
while in the short-term most of this .casidue 
could be required being the lowest cost source of 
wcodchip. An export operation at Newcastle 
would either take from or increase costs of the 
local hardboard industry. It would not seem 
desirable to disrupt the existing and projected 
operations. Encouragement of local use of 
resource would seem preferable. 

he thorough scientific investigation of wood and 
wood waste as a possible source of new products 
has continued for many years. Despite the many 
developments such as the production of organic 
chemicals, reconstituted wood products and wood 
as an energy source in several forms, no economic 
use has emerged, sufficient to utilise any more 
than a small portion of the total resource 
available. The technical possi.bilities are widely 
known and documented, but in the Australian 
context the only likely large volume users of- 
mill offcuts and logging residues during the next 
decade or more are pulp mills and manufacturers 
of the various particleboards and hardboards. 

Over the last 20 years, A.P.M. has exhibited a 
continuing interest in the establishment of a 
pulpcill near Coffs Harbour. For economic reasons, 
te company's main interest in the past has been 
in the development of a resource of young fast--
grown timber of high pulping quality and has 
established some hardwood plantations of its orn. 
No real interest has been shown in the use of 
mill waste because of its lesser value for pulping 
purposes. 

iYuring this time, A.P.M. has found it necessary to 
defer its plans for pulpmill construction on 
several occasions. The most recent estimate of 
commencement of pulping is the mid-eightys with 
an estimated annual wood residue req,tirement of 

160,000 tonnes. The company has also indicated 
that it would not object to the granting of an 
export licence for up to ten years. 

Taring in mind the long delays in the development 
cC a North Coast pulping industry that have already 
occurred and recognising the significantly higher 
puping value of rogrowth ttrnbr, thu comrnthtee 
believes that the granting of a 	p n exort: licence 
for wood chips for a period of fifteen years would 
n o t. interfere with the development of an A.P..M.-
type operation as presently ?isajed. 

The question of availability of various residue 
typos is covered in cLipth in Appondix I. 

\ 

.1 



Summary of Exis 	nrResi 	 of 
- 

Nwcastle.iflSt Chr& 	SThh 	Total 

Herons Creek - Taree 4,000 

Carson - Gloucester 9,000 

Foster -. Naitland 16,000 
4,000 

Taylor - D'mgong 

29,000 	4,000 	33,003 

Private Forest Pulpwood 
(likely to remain as such 
for competitive and physical 
reasons) 	

27,000 

60,000 

QuantitS of sawmill chips to 
be increased as market for 
panel products recovers as 
expected 	

30,C00 

90,000 
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_ 10. 	AoQendices 
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RESIDUE AVA U ABILITY 

The proposed woodchip export industry hs as :its main 
support base wood waste arising from sacmi1ithg. These 
residues are the simplest and most economic to collect 
although dispersed in larger and small volumes, but more 
significantly are reasonably identifiabl.e in respect of 
available and economically collectable volume. 

The nature of residues can be broadly classified into two 
categories, i.e. sawmill and forest. Established measurement 
practices enable a reasonable assessment of availability of 
the former. The latter would be much greater in respect of 
volume available, but the quantity which might be economically 
collected is indeterminate, at least until- collection 
practices are established. 

It is fairly well established in Australian sawlog practice 
that each three tonnes of mill intake results in one tonne 
of waste. Based upon Forestry Commission records, the amount 
of mill waste produced in the year 1973/74 would have been of 
the order of 330,000 tonnes for the north coast area from 
Newcastle to the Queensland border from 112 sawmills having 
a log intake greater than 2,500 tonnes/year (or 360,000 
tonnes on the basis of sawlog yield). The waste resulting 
from some 200 small mills having a log intake less than 2,500 
tonnes/year would be additional in respect of the 330,000 
tonnes. The average intake of these 200 mills could he 
some 500 tonnes/year in round figures. On this basis, an 
additional residue volume of some 30,000 connes/year might 
he available. It is beyond the scope of this investigation 
to determine the location of each mill and whether or not 
collection could be economic. However, it is reasonable 
to assurrE that eventually the majority would be collected 
being the cheapest to collect as proven at Eden and by 
Hardhoards at Raymond Terrace. Competing and alternative 
uses primarily north of Newcastle effectively reduce 
sawmill residues to between 270,000 and 300,000 tonnes per 
year and contracts the area of availability virtually 
within a 150 mile radius of Coffs Harbour. 

There is no such determinate say of assessing the available 
volume of various forest residues. The ataount of residue 
remaining on the forast: floor and/or left standIn; after 
logging ope:ations is said to vary from IN to 150% 
respectively. If a round figure of 50% is used, the 
availability becomes equal to total sawiog yield, i.e. 
1,212,000 tonnes for 1973/74 whici represents a total 
volume six times greater than sa..mill residues. IL is 
,eyond the scope of this inv'stigation to examine, the 
Location and structure of such residues '.ut alone that 
which couLd be economic to collect. 

..aC 
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It might be noted AOL coJ e.oit of forest res- .: 
US yel. Uflfltv('ii p:n.::Li cn i n A'istral in and the € 

could he expected to C:.. urre s idues whi ct; arc c 
pod., easy to cic'n Li: ;nc a - put., recoverable Siz..  

abundant and in ccisv terrain •- which should ten -
ui're advarit z-tous to Coi s harbour than the ov 
olfi :ntll log input ::,sttLnecl in this report for cal 
purposcs . Mainly due to physical factors only 	- - 
percentage' ii cxpct ed to be economic to collect 
export pricE for wocdcuip. lIoweer, it is posa - --
wh€n operations cour':ec efficieitt collection :c 
be devised. iriitiz lAy, forest residue collecti 
envisaged to suppiemL'nt sawmill residue collccy - 
some could hold for collection of residues arij:-
silvicuitural and agricultural ir':provement prn:rL•-
further aspects of which are covered in depth 1:' 
paragraphs. 

Other forest type resourc.es which could producc; :t 
would he thinnings from crown and private pron::r:; 
to improve growth and residues from crown and p71% 
property lands being cleared for new plantings 
agricultural schemes. Some locations could t}n 
credited with an available volume far greater Lh 
Estimates of avaiiability have been given in the 
200,000 and 40,000 tonnes/ycar respectively. 

It would appear reasonable to assume that SOLVe I 
forest type residues might he economic-ally coll.m 
order to justify the basis for calculations, hut 
in mind that the eventual collection could be C. 
different having regard to the various combina'! 
foregoing variants. Perhaps the more direct an.;-. 
that of Allen Taylor who appear to he the ónly. 
have made some practical attempt of assessment tr. 
with these variants in the major forest areas. 
readi.y realised that there would be a high dc,... 
flexibility in the volume mix of such residuea ..... 
be collected. 

The frontispiece map illustrates the location 
Available residues which are not closer to Coti 
than to Brisbane and Newcastle would appee.r t-
that no doubt they could be collected where r.e 

proposed by Allen Thy] or in their EnvironflCnLti 
Statement. Economically coliectable sawmill 
residues closer to Cuffs Harbour than to Necc: 
Brisbane are estimated at 350,000 tonnes/year 
237,000 tomes/year constitute sawmill resid.2' 
additionally 27,000 tonnes in the north are 
to Brisbane and aft:er allowing for the static 
year potential requirement, by Ilardboards , 
3,000 Lonnes/ycar closer to Newcastle where it- - 

be noted some of the forest residues are use 
timber and pulpwood. Residues availab]e clo5t 
would thus consist primarily of forest type, 
perhaps being already collected for other USt'- 
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Agricultural residues would be additional as would be 
any residues available from the 200 small sa.'.inills with 
mill intake less than 2,500m3ier year. However, non-
exportable undersize produced by chipping, possibly-about 
35,000 tonnes/year,could offset this availability. 

It would thus appear that 350,000 tonnes per year is a 
reasonably safe approximation while in excess of 
400,000 tonnes/year could well be collected depending upon 
future costs, price and demand. 

According to the scheme and when operating the actual 
volume'zincl mix of residues collected may well change the 
emphasis would no doubt fall upon collection of residues 
of all types closer to the point of export in the early 
stages of operations. Transport costs will largely 
influence the economics of collection and hence economic 
availability. 	 - 

The method of estimation, in view of all that foegoes, 
appears reasonable for the purpose of examination of the 
relative costs of alternative schemes. Volumes are in 
line with the estimates of proponent companies (Table 3) 
which although differ are reasonably comparable having 
regard to the wide variety, distrihu:tion, etc. of residues. 

The basis for calculations adopted for consistency in this 
report relates economic availability to ml] 1 log input for 
112 larger mills. Sawmill residues are estimated on the 
basis of 1 totme per 3m 3  of log intake (112 mills). In 
order to arrive at a figure to include some overall 10% of 
all types of forest residues a basis of 1 Lonne per 2m 3  of 
log input is adopted. 

The three main denominators of Lransportation costing, 
viz, residue volume, distance to port and freight rate 
while each being subject to a degree of uncertainty are 
of an adequate order of accuracy for thn purpose of 
comparative evaluation of the relative economics of 
alternative projects. 

Advice from the Long D.i stance Road Haulers 
l  Association 

of Australia has been that road haulage rates are generally 
negot sthle and vary accord tng to the type of goods , loading 
time, tc1unage capacity, hours of Ut I i.isation, owner-driver 
or company operated and whether country or ctty located. 
The rate formula used for this study has been computerised 
from a ' - ide range of road haulage rates and for consistency 
has been w2opted in all cn]cuiattons. The rate estimates 
so aeriv2ci are consistent with going rates ei.se'.vhere in 
Atis nalic :or the special type of road transport carriers 
required for woode.hip as clisti nct from other commodities - 

I 



Allefi Taylg 

Sawmill Logn & Silvi-
- cultural 

c. 

Crown 

92 	51 
52 	30 
56 	- 

C 
- 

36 	- 

70 	- 
40 	- 

04 	Si 

P.P. 

20 	- - 

- 	I 	- 

c 	'77 qCe ±  

40- 

Since costs are dependent upon the points from which 
residues will be derived, and ;h1ch of course is not 
precisely defined, the dispersed resburce estimates have 
been aggregated upon an area basis with an hpproximate 
centre of gravity to determine the road distance for each 
area volume to the al.ternative ports. The same basic 
parameters areassumed for consistency in all calculations, 

Table No. 3 

omparison of Estimates Ec 
Includes alternative uses 

Given by:- 

callv Collectabie 

Res idues 
'000 tonnelyr. 

) 

Forestry Commission 
	 500 

Country Sawmiilers Association 
	 700 

Sawmi.11ers Woodchips 	 _1'Zn
. 

Alien Taylor 
	 525 

Toyomenka 
	 592 

Range for sawmill residues - 1 tonne per 3m 3  of mill 
intake and for sawmill plus forest residues .- 1 tonne 
per 2m3  of mill intake for 112 larger mills pius the 
balance for agricultural residues. 

10% forest residues allowed. Mu], residue zones 
additionally include Bathurst, Baradine, Wyong. 

Casino and north not included. 

Basis of feasibility study - see Table No. 4. 

Table No. 4 

- 	
/ 	'000 Tonnes/Yr. Residues 

Forestry Commissi 

Sawmill 1 Sawmill 
Plus 

Forest 

Basis of Calcu- 
lations 

North of 
Casino 
Graf ton 
Coffs Harbour 
Kemps ey 
Casino 
Armidale) 
Tamwo r th) 
Glenn Innes 
Wauch.o p e) 
H. Creek) 
Taree 
Newcastle 

LH 	 330 

27 
36 
74 
18 
'l 

11 

48 

38 
28 

40 
54 

109 
26 
31 

43 

16 

71 

57 
41 

488 
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Allen Taylor's sawmill estimates are based upon 1973/74 
sawlog yields cx forests and thus include availability from 
mills of all sizes 	on the basis of 1 torine/3 tonne of 
sawlog yield which produces a higher estimate. 
Estimates of forest residues are based upon plot 
studies, etc. as indicated in their Environmental Impact 
Statement. 

T 

Zone 

SAWMILL INPUTS 1973/74 011 3 	Table No. 5 

Forestry Commission of N.S.W. 
SuhZone 	- Mill Input 	Zone 	 Mill Size 

	

Input 	10,000 	10,000 	20,000+ 
- 	20,000 	- 

Number of mills 

Casino 	Casino 
Kyo g 1 e 
Murwi 1 lumbah 
U rb env i lie 

Graf ton 

Coffs 
Harbour 

Kemps ey 

\'Jauchop e 

Three 

G ra f ton 

Coffs E-lhr. 
Dorrigo 
Macksvilie 

Kemps ey 

Wauchope 
Herons Creek 

Tare e 
Gloucester 

62,400 
22,900 
37,100 
23,900 

108,500 

84,800 
93,860 
40,000 

51,000 

88,600 
53,000 

78,800 
35,800 

36,000 
25,000 
20,400 

146,300 
(166) 
108,500 
(123) 

218,660 
(248) 
51,000 

(58) 

141,600 
(161) 

114,600 
(130) 

81,400 
(92) 

16 5 

5 . 0. 

20 8 

	

5 	2 

	

3 	5 

	

13 	2 

	

8 	2 

Newcastle Bulahdelah 
Dungog 
Muswelibrook 

1 

3 

Ii 

0 

1 

1 

LA 

Glen 	Tenterfield 17,400 
Innes 	Glen Innes 14,000 

Armidale 38,00 
Nowendoc 40,300 
Tamworth 	8,100 	118,300 	7 	2 	2 

(134) 
Total 	980,360 	Total 112 

(1112) 

Excludes some 200: small mills with less than 2,500m 3/year input. 

Exclusion of such very dispersed small residue volumes 
allows for a margin of error in the basis of estimation 
used in this study. Some sources base estimates upon total 
sawLog yield (1,212,000 tonnes for 1973/74) and a sawmill 
-residue ratio of :1. tonne per 3 tonries of sawlog yield 
thus producing hi.gher estimates. 

Figures in brackets represent '000 tonnes of mill intake for 
forestry zones as 1:ndicated. 
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Future Potential of_Native and Private Woodiots 

it would appear that there c:üulcl be some confusion between 
clear felling and selectizc felling. 	Where can the. 
distinction be quantified? 	Perhaps an answer might be 
found in the article by Mr. M. IL Jacobs ;  a 

/ 	
significant quotation. 	from which is; 

kOS 
)The mere of the old defective growth that is removec 

I the bstter will be the future forest .....would ad$ 

	

/ 	/ 

	

seen ctflef 	. .. 1. mill:on M j  per year .....likely future availabil itv 
/fl 	cntet 	I 

	

7 	j 
- . o.: small wood in the Coffs Harbour Region is very large 

L and should support substantial industries." 

Numerous oijections have been raised by conservation grouDs, 
perhaps of a speculative nature, that indiscriminate claar 
felling upon private lands will emerge to provide wood for 
chipping other than t:.hat from legitimate clearing for 
agri.cultur.al  development and logging on private forests. 
In the absence of contrary support by private landholders 
of theit rightto sell their own by-product wastes in a 

5 	free enterprise society, otherwise left to rot or to burm, 
C/tea1 

) 	
it is possible that such wastes could become denied to the 

U 
residues
ndustry. 	While the volume of such economically colle.ctable 

ON 
 may not be great, nevertheless such residues could 

contribute to economic stability while the reverse holds 
that ahuolute denial, virtually rejecting the proposers' 
undertaking, could detrcct from stability. 	This could 
allow marginal fatining operations to be economic. 	The impact 
is djficlt to ncasure, but could be related to reduction 
in export tonnage against fixed capital costs. 

Export approval, of woodchip derived from residues from 
private landholdings, exclusive of those from sa;].og 
productions, if restricted to 10% of the total export vOiufl3 

and subject to revision after two years would enable a 
reasonable period of time to examine the situation without 
penalising any party. 	Cerain].y the operating party would 
is uniUc2].y to break its intent since review of tonnage 

('r.oul.d ebuali.y be downward or upward. 	Such wood residues 
;cill be produced and any de].iberate wastage could hardly be 

Lcc'idoned. 

Fear of indiscriminate clear felling could be somewhat 
discounted. 	The cost of clear felling in many instaflcCS 
could not be recouped by chipping. 

If si]vicuitural input from private forests is to be 
achieved fs-,- expertise and controls are required WhL.tt 

Lcould probably arise ..frOm. woodchi 	activiti.es. 

)U t 
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The Counnittee is aware of the likely environmental consequences 
of wide scale and intensive tree felling operations in native 
forests. The oversight of any forest operations should be 
such -to ensure that environmental deterioration does not occur. 

Expansion of activities on this land could be unlikely due to 
the following:- 

Licence limitation and revision as forms of control. 

Some penalty for chipping of timber which could be 
used by Sawmills. 

Mobile chipping does not lend itself to whole log 
chipping. 

Cost of clearing in many instances could not be 
recouped by chipping. This would be self-regulatory 
because the return per acre would be insufficient 
to warrant deliberate clear felling for chipping. 

Transport economics limit spread. 

The resource is more valuable as sawlogs. 

Operations on State owned timbered lands are under the 
control of a Government instrumentality and these operatiofis 
will be regulated in volume and technique. Under Forestry 
Commission requirements, all timber felled and hauled and 
utilised for woodchips would be recorded. 

Timber operations on privatei.y owned lands are not as closely 
regulated and it is in these areas that environmental damage 
is more likely to take place, but not necessarily arising 
from woodchip operations. Statutory controls covering timber 
operations on these lands are now restricted to:- 

a stream bank protection under Section 26D of the 
Water Act. 

logging on "protected lands" under the Soil 
Conservation Act. - 

• tree preservation orders under the Local Government 
Act - tee preservation orders are enforced in cities 
but seldom in - Shire areas. 

The Government too, has recognised the importance of this 
problem and the Minister for Lands and Forests has appointed 
Dr. S.W. Gentle, previously head of the Department of 
EnvirorauLnt, to investigate the ramifications of controls 
over private lands, and to reconmiend action in this respect. 
heth'r this investigtttion results in the introduction of 
legi41ative action, remains to be seen. The Committee 
helie.vn,s that Li the meantime, it is desirable to allow 
t.:(J:)cichlpping opetioris to proceed on a ].imited scale c'n private 
Janis Fo that waste can be utilised cml the need for contro1 
can be br:tter identified. 
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RELATIVE COST EZTII4A'J:ET 

1, 	RELATIVE_CAPITAL COSTS 

350,000 Tonnes/Yr. To Harbour  

Dv Road 	Dv Road-Rail By Road 
lrotc voc ___ 

Road Trucks 	. 5,000 3,000 2,000 

Rail Wagons 1,500 - 

Rail Ancillaries - 240 - 

Dredging -. - 2,300 

Berth - 	 . 

. 1,800 

Stacker/Loader/COflVeYOrS 1,750 1,750 1,250 

Chippers-mobile and at 
2,340 2,340 2,360 sawmill 

Harvesting Equipment 1,000 1,000 -000  

10,090 9,830 10,690 

2. RELATIVEYROJECT  0ST. 

(a) Coffs Harbour - 350,000 .tonnGs per year. 

It is required that no central chipping be involved. 
Costs are calculated to the point of loading (f.o.b.) 
and exclude tug hire/ownership which the buyer has 
beerl. requested to absorb. 

The following is an estimate of the likely order of 
costs: - 

Cost 	
. 	$/Tonne 

Haulage 	. 	 5.7 (5.35 by 
Alien Taylor) 

Port Handling (operating) 
Chi'ps (ioaded from miils and forests) 
Wharfage 
Port Development; Interest 
Diversionary Road 
Equipment; Interest 
Amortization 

Contingency 

0.8 
10.7 
0.3 
0.5 
0.2 
0.3 
0.6 

19.1 
3,0 

22.1 (20.7 by Allen 
Taylor) 

cp I ta 1 
Equipment 
E3n?3iture 

Harvesting 
Stacker/Loader 
Dredging/Berth 

Cost 	Amortization 
as $7 a. nn 

Book 
45% Nett -- 

350 0.07 0.03 0.04 
1,250 0.24 0.17 0.13 
4,100 078 0.35 0.43 

Interest8% _
ie 

Book - 	N e t t Tax -- 

0.08 	0.03 	0.05 
0.57 	0.26 	0,31 
0.54 	0.42 	0.52 
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Kooragang -256,000 tonnes per year (collected south 
of Coffs Harbour) 

350,000 tonnes per year (collected north 
to Grafton) 

Eqpmentfl4talpord iture 

Stacker/Loader/Conveyor - $1,750,000 

Cost 	Nett After 
Tax 

saving6Yr 

Interest = 1,750,000 x 8% = 	 $o.s/ 	$0.3/twine 

350,1)00 	
tonne 

1,750,000 © 15 yrs. 
Depreciation = 	 = $0.3/ 	$0/2/tonne 

350,000 	 tonne 

Kooragang/Brisbane 

ransQort Costs to Kooragang (with no Centr 
- Tnnnes Naturally Falling to Newcastle. 

Lead Tonres $ Totak_Cost 
• Distance per per 
• Km y2ar tonne 

000 

Glen Irines 480 16 18.0 288 

Armidale 384 43 14.7 632 

Coffs Harbour - South 400 65 15.3 995 

Kempsey 304 26 11.8 307 

Wauchope 224 71 9.2 653 

Taree 	)rnainly 176 25 7.5 188 

Newcastle t 80 10 4,3 43 

256 12.1 (Av43,105 
to Brisbane 169 

ex N.S.W. 	Total 425 

Road TransDort Costs To BrisbanJyith no Central Port) 
osiaturaflviling to Brisbane. 

• Lead Tonnes $ Total. Cost 
Distance 

Km Year tonne 
'000 

Queensland 264* 200.* . 	10.6* 2,120 
N'bah--Kyogie 141 40 7.0 280 
Casino 261 31 10.9 338 
GraL'ton 320 54 12.5 675 
Coffs Harbour--North 400 44 15.3 673 

369 	11.1 (Avj4,086 

Note: Residue estimates are conservative enough to 

I 	
compensate for the 10% loss as undersize chips 
produced during chipping operations. 
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* Estimates provided by Sawmillexs Woodchip. No 
major residue volume exists within 112 Mm. of 
Brichajie. It is asEurr.ed that Glen Itmes resource 
would be directed to Newcastl. It is assumed 
that 601/6' of the resources in the Coffs Harbour 
area (South) would he destined to Newcastle. 

aonnes Total 
Per .L2L -C Year Tortne No  '000 

To Kooragang 	 256 12.1 	(Ay.) 3,105 
To Brisbane 	 369 11.1 	(Mi.) 4,066 

£25 11.5 	(Ay.) 7,191 

(d) Newcastle-Lee 
330,000 tonnes per year. 

The following is an estimate of the likely order of 
costs:-- 

Cost tcnne 

Haulage 11.5 	(13.9) 
Slab and Chipping 10,0 
Wharfage 0.3 
Stockpile and Handling Charges 2.0 
Haulage from Sandgate to Port 2.5 
Port Loading and Handling Charges 2.0 
Quality Control/Management 0.5 
Dernurrage 	 . 0.2 

29.0 
Contingency 	- 	 3.0 

32.0 

Newcastle (Le(? Wharf) S t a g e 1 

Lead Tonnes/ycar 
- /Tonne  Total Cost 

Krq  

Casino 	 . - - - - 

Baradjne 480 0.5 18.0 9 Bathurst 400 2.5 15.2. 38 Coffs Harbour L&00 
. 	 31,0 15.2 471 

Glen Innes 480 25.0 18.0 450 Kempsey 304 33.0 12.0 396 Newcastle 80 42.0 	(10' 4.3 181 	(43) Taree 176 50.0 	(ig 7.6 380 (144) Wauchope 240 16.0 9.8 157 

2000 (137) 	 2,092 

160* (123) 	i15 (13:9) 	 - 
(Average) 
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* Slab is to be transported which may incur 
10% loss on chipping at central chipper. 

Only a small proportion of the large Coffs Harbour 
residues is proposed to be collected. 

The tonnage, as proposed, from the Taree and 
Newcastle areas includes that already used by the 
local hardboard industry. The average haulage 
cost shown in brackets excludes 63,000 tonnes per 
year, the future demand requirement indidated by 
Hardboards. 

It must also be noted that while accepting these 
proposed tonnages they do, in fact, differ somewhat 
from the estimates of sawmill residues as arrived 
at by the Committee and are higher in respect of 
the Newcastle and Taree areas. The tonnage 
figures shownin brackets are hypothetical in 
allowing for collection for Hardboards, etc. Any 
error would not have a significant effect upon 
costs. 

Sawmillers would be expected. to accept less than 
$6 per tonne for slab residues. The project 
appears to be uneconomicaL Total costs would be 
$10.6 per tonne at least, higher than for Coffs 
Harbour export (130,0OO tonnes per year vs 350,000 
tonnes per year). Any higher tonnage ex Lee Wharf 
would incur higher costs of more distant residues 
but could hardly be a workable situation. 

(e) 	Iluka - 329,000 tonnes per year. - 

Interest 

I 
Amort- 

CaDitalflndit.Lf2.s isation 
onne 

Dredging andBerth* 7,000,000 1.42 1.70 

Access Roads 500,000 0.10 0.12 

stacker/Loader 1,250,000 0.25 0.30 

8,750,000 1.77 2.12 
Nett cost after 45% 
tax saving 0.97 1.17 

* 1974 estimate was $5.7 million, to accommodate large 
vessels of 45,000 d.w.t. 

Costs 

Equirment 	) interest 
Port Development) amortisation 
\'Jharfage 
Road Haulage 
Chips (51rn + mobile) 
Port Operational 
Maintenance Dredging 
Ro ad s 

Contingency 

1.1 
1.0 
0.3 
7.7 
10.7 
0.8 
0.3 
0.2 

22.1 
3.0 

25.1 

$1 million/year 
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Road  '1L9LLaQ2S_toiluka 

Zone Lead 
/ 

 
1000 
Tc1 

Total 

Km. fltiaies 'Thr '  

Casino 160 100 7.0 73 511 
Coffs Harbour 140 88 6.3 150 945 
Glen limes 240 150 9.8 58 568 
Kerupsey 270 170 l0.9 - 	 4E 523 

Average 
- 7.7 329 2,547 

Inclusion of Wauchope residues would increase the average 
transport cost. 

of Variable_Costs 

Newcastle/Brisbane vs 
Coffs Harbour 

Qnerata 	Advantage of 2, 02~sLt 
Difierence Coffs Harbour 

P'oir1 $ I O0) 	 _?.._•'---: 

¼ .L 	Impact_of Inflation j!fl2 Escalati on  

Relativity of I&lternatjv Schemes: 

Assumed 
	

Fixed Cost 
Ia4latn. 	 Year Differenr;e 
Rate Of 

10% 1 315 - -315 
100% 2 315 2,450 +2,135 
10% 

. 	 3 '315 2,695 +2,380 
10% 4 315 2,965 . +2,650 

• 	10% 5 315 3,261 ~2,946 
10% - 	 6 315 3,587 +3,272 

• 	By the sixth year, the Coffs Harbour advantage 
cou].d be $9-35 per tonn.e when exporting 350,000 
tonnes per.  year. 

It has been assumed that in Year 1 no operating cost. 
difference will be incurred although fixed costs will 
accrue. 

Q-p 

The benefits of a capital (,o:;t orientated industry 
are thus illustrated in minimizing risks due to inflation 
which i1preasyaripbie costs. fliieanexrr$y-
million capital for trucks Thflransport to Newcastle 
almost balances the $4 million for Coffs Harbour port 
de\'elopment, the latter does not incur variable costs 

higher transport costs) nor replacement capital 
in the short-term. While transport costs have been 
recognised as the key to economic viability of the 
industry as a whole )  Neycastle as the port of shpment 
could increase transpottcbsts t6 the extent of being 

I 
J 



r E ST .r TRAvISP0T kLi AWLOG SAUMILL (2) 
FOREST RESIDUES TARGETED LEAD CARTAGE CARTAGE 

rtSfR [CT I 	CNSRES IIAPUTb RESiDJ, 
© I tonne INT&KW DISTANC S/Towr.iE COST CROWN u. 	M. / ANNUM Km. - $ 000 per ) uU. 	ilL 

log inDut 

I I  I 
ASINO I 	KYOGLE 169600 56500 N/A N/A 16000 203 8.50 136 

CASINO 	H 
COFFo GRAFTON 
H3R. COFFS HER. 276800 92300 - 51000 20000 158000 64- 3.70 585 

DORRIGO I 
BOWRAVtLLE 

KEiIPSEY MACKSVILLE 154900 51600 30000 20000 93000 88 4.50 418 
KEMPSEY - 

WAUCHOPE TELEGRAPH R 
WAUCHOPE 109100 35400 N/A N/A 23000 170 7.35 169 
HERONS CX. 

Th&REE JOHNS RIVER I 
ThREE 211000 70300 N/k N/A 27000 232 9.45 255 
MT. GEORGE 

GLEN GLEN I. 175300 5-3400 	- N/A N/A 33000 	- 224 9.20 304 
INNES ARiIIDALE - 

c&spTE B'DELAH 	1 -i19400 39800 N/A N/A -- -- -- 
DUNGOG - - 
?'PBROOK  
WYONG 	f - 

- AV./TOTAL 5.35 1867 

F - 	 (1) Forestry Commission Annual Report 1973-1974. 	- 

- 	(2) Results of Studies as published in our E.I.S. Febxuary  1975. 	- - 

------------_.. - - 	- 	- 	_. 	 -s_•.._ - - 

oIt:  
oz 
z 

0) 

151  

N.) 

C-) 
0 

Total targeted annual intake during years 3 to 10 of an initial 15 year operation: 350,000 tonnes 
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6§fKict 
PRODUCTION UNITS/SERVICES 

 

-r 

TOTAL TONNAGE '000 CHIPPING BUSH ROYALTY 
1 

CARTAGE 
fiDMINI-STRAT' N 

5' MILLS & BUSH HARVESTING & LOADING 

E 
I 

I 	
•-i 

COFFS HARBOUR 158 1,172,000 544,000 136,000 585,000 

( 	

1,418,000 1p,855,000 
KEMPSEY 93 652,000 344,000 86,000 418,000 1,500,000 

CASINO 16 i&o,obo - . 	- 136,000 . 	. 296,000 

OTHERS 83 830,000 - - 1 	728,000 I 1,558,000 

I 

U?OTALS 350 2,814,000 888,000 222,000 j1,867,000 
- 

j 	,418,000 fr,239,000 

Estimated, aditionaidirectIncome 	- 	Wages, Oil, Fuel, Tyres, Electricity Repairs & Profit - Kempsey/Coffs 

Harbour ;  Grafton flistri 

CHIPPING - SAWMILL & BUSH 64% of $1,824,000 $1,167,000 
BUSH HARVESTING 68% of $ 	888,000 $ 604,000 
ROYALTY 80% of $ 	222,000 $ 178,000 
CARTAGE 730/6 of $1,003,000 $ 732,000 
ADMINISTRATION & LOADING 20% of $1,418,000 $ 284,000 

2,965,000 
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CHIPPING  . 

(1) 	AT_SAWMILLS (Fixed and Mobile) 

Mobile j/Tonne 
c.ast Ite 4p000 a000+ 6, 000 + 

Capital Service 0.3 1.8 1.2 
Amortization 0.8 1.2 0.2 
Maintenance 0.8 0.3 0.3 
Wages 

• 	blade sharpening) 
• 	debarking 	) 1.3 2,5 2.5 
• 	chipping 	) 

Value of slab residue 6.8* 4.2 5.2 

10.0 10.0 10.0 

*Allowing $0.8 for profit and contingerty,return to sawmiller 
would be $6. 

Mobile chipping appears to he more economic and the return 
to the Sawrniller greater. However, small wood pieces cannot 
he recovered in the larger mobile chipper and sawmill chippers 
are said to be more convenient, 

LixedChipping 

• 30 at 30 mills - total output, say, 120,000 tonic/year 
• Cost $70,000 total $2,100,000 
• Tonnage 4,000 tonic/year average/mill 

Amortization 15 years 
• Interest © 10% on $7,000 = $0.7/tonic 
• Wages @ half the time of two men'(4,000) 1j man (6,000 

Maintenance $1 9 000 year 

Nobi.leCl2jing 

• Two servicing 80,000 tonne/year 
Cost $120,000 each total $240,000 

• Amortisation 15 years = $16,000/year,  for both 
• Interest © 1096 on $240,000 = $24,000 

Wages three men = $30 , 000/year on chipper 
• One or two men $20,000 in mill yard bundling, etc. 

Sawmill 

It is assumed •bhat the average cost/price of chips at sawmills 
would be $10 per tonic whether chipped by mobile or fixed 
chipper's. 

L2Lo Tonn2/)ear 

Sawmills 	 10.0 	x 205,000 	= 2 ; 050,000 
Forests 	 11.6 	x 145,000 	= 1,682,000 

10.7 350 9 000 	3,732,000 

In assumption of the hypotheses a similar ratio could be 
applied in respect of any total tonnage resulting in a similar. 
average cost of chips, 

I 
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2) INFORESTS (Mohi].e) 

• chipper 
• Tractor 
• 2 skidder's 
• Four wheel drive  

120,000) 
50,000) 4 of the above 
75,000) units = $1,000,000 
5,000) 

250,000 

Amortisation of above:- 

• life 5 years approximate 
• utilisation 800,000 tonnes approximately 
• cost per tonne = $1.3 

Interest on above:-- 

• at io% (subject to source) = $100,000/year 
• cost per tonne = $0.7 (145,000 tonnes/year) 

Maintenance of above:- 

• replacement parts, etc. allow 25% of capital costs 

6 men per unit x 4 = 24, i.e., $240,000 .($i.7/tonne) 

idue s : - 	 ktrnme * 	I9BP-LY.L 

Royalty on log waste 	3 	 70,000 
Royalty on thinnings 	5 	 40,000 
Agricultural waste 	 7 	 25: 000.  

145,000 

* these are assumed average approximations. The 
Forestry Commission has indicated that royalties 
will depend upon the economics of the industry. 

Estimated Order_of Costs 

Cost Item 

Capital Service 
Amortisation 
Maintenance of Equipment 
Wages 
• debarking 	) 
• harvesting/removal) 
• chipping 	 ) 
Residues cost, and profit 

tonne 	1 	2 	3 

0.7 
1.3 
1.6 

5•3• 5•3 	7.3 

1.7 - 
4.7 7.3 8.1  
-- 
10.1 1.2.6 

0 

Estimated average cost of Mobile Chipping ofJ9StL_.._ 

10.1 x 70,000 = 707,000 
12.6 x 40,000 = 504,000 

3. flx.QJ.2 = 476,000 

11.6 145,000 	1,687,000 

3) A brief outline of chipping could be of interest 
edent een .f to Lhrow enlignbeivncrit upon bhe 

5jC- 

of intensive and indiscriminatb clear felling 0P" 
emerging on the north coast. If central chiPPe 
not installed there is less likelihood of such 

- 

being practical. or viable... 	. 
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Fixed 
	

Mobij.e 
	Central 

Capacity tonrie/yr. 

disc diam (mel.) 
Type of residue 

10,000-20,000 

36.49.54 

Small slab 

40,000 

72 
split billets 

15° diam. 

500,000 
9511 	144" 

large billets 
who].e log 

cost $80,000 120,000 $200,000 to $800,C 

Horse power required 100 200 800 1600 

It is understood only disc type are used in Australia but drum 
types have been introduced overseas. Disc types have around 6 
knives whereas drum types have in the order of 60 knives. 

The Harris.-Daishowa operation at Eden was initially based upon 
log splitting in the forests and central chipping of split billets 
at the mill. Such methods were found costly and the 
problem is evidenced by the recent installation of a central 
whole log chipper and debarker at Eden which has overcome capacity 
and other problems although the billet chipper,  is still used on a 
supplementary basis. 

Mobile chippers envisaged by Allen Taylor are much smaller and 
not suitable for intensive clear felling operations. Higher 
costs of collection and chipping are envisaged for forest 
residues than sawmill residues. 

4) 
	 69 
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AT SAWMILLS MOBILE CHIPPING FIXED CHIPPING __....__.. 
Toxmes/year 
chip output Less than 3,000 4,000 to 

6,000 6,000 

AREA No. of mills No. of mills 

Casino 16 5 
0 

1 	 N 

3 Grafton 5 . 

' 	 8 1 
Coffs Harbour 20 

2 2 
Glenlnnes 7 

2 0 
Kempsey 5 

5 1 
Wauchope 3 

.2 1 
Taree 13 

2 0 Newcastle 9 

Totals 

I 
Costs indicate a sawmiller would receive less return on fixed 
chipping than mobile chipping where his chip output was less 
than 5,000 tonnes per year. 	 4 

4. ELECTRIC POWER 
The North Coast area, including Coffs Harbour area, is served 
with power by the Northern Rivers County Council. Existing 
mills are already served by the system and no difficulty 
would be experienced in making capacity available subject to 
the usual advice of the time scale envisaged in the 
development of the proposed industry. 
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5. . COARIS0N OF CURRENT TRANSPORT PATES 

S per tonne 

Km. 	1 	2 	3 

3.2 	-. 	-. 
4.3 4,5 3.8 

5.4 /4,7 

7.5 6.7 

7.6 8.0 

8.1 8.4 

9.8 9.8 10.0 

9.8 9.8 

12 	11.6 

15.216 

Rail 
Standard 
Wagons 

2.8 
3.7 

4.5 

8.5 
13. 5+5/18. 5 

7.4 
16 + 5/21 

9.2 

9.5 
14 + 5/22 

19+ 5/24 

9 

Un ± t 
Train 4tcr 
(Compay) 

8 + 5/13 

9.2+5/1442  

Equivalent 
distance 

Short haul 

Kemp s ey/CH 
Casino/CM 

Taree/N 
Wauchope/CH 
Wauchope/N 
Glen In./CH 

Tare c/CM 
Kempsey/N 

Coffs IL/N) 

48 
80 

112 
160 

176 

192 
240 
240 
224 

304 

400 

Glen In./N) 480 	18 	 20 + 5/25 
GraI'ton/N )  

i. Formulae computerised from broad range of rates 

12 ± 5/i? 

150 	+ 3.44 = cents per tonne per km.- 

km. 
RateS/tonfle = Cents per tonne per km. x km. 4 100 

Log haulN.S.W. (Forestry Commission) 
Eden Woodchip haulage. An overall 10-15% escallatiOn could 

/ 	 he expected in the near future. 

• 	4. Allen Taylor 
Woodchip Orbost/Eden 

• 	3.5c/tonne/km., 112-210 km. range. 

4.'Sc/tonne/km. 	80-272 km., i.e. $3_85/toflne for 78 km. 

Billets 
Austin Anderson Timber Transportation Study - Tasmania !ay, 

3.58c/tonne/km. 	30-200 km. - oer drivers - one long and 
Ct( 

short haul per day totalling 480 km. 

Coal - Newcastle Area 
6 km. @ 9.61 c/tonne/km. = $0.6 	

48 km. © 6c/tonne/1 
$2 4 9/tonnC 

63km. @ 4.85c/tonfle/km. = $3_ 11O/tonne. Rate levels aft' 

98km. © 4.811c/tonne/km. = $/ .86/tonne 

6 p.m. - 12 mid. 5.15c/toYtfle/km. 	12 mid., Sat 5.21 
 

In general owner-drivers expect a return of $170 
 

($190 with overtime). For 48 km haulage of 3 triP 5/ 
20 tonne the rate would be $2.7 per torie (4 trip6' 

tonne/day, ).-ate 



Unit Train Fjht Rates 

To unit train rates have to be added the cost ($5  per tonne) 
of harid].ing from mills to the three sidings0 

Whilst the prepared exercise is purely hypothetical, based 
upon hypothetical movement, the Public Transport Commission 
is prepared to offer the successful company the following rates:- 

Grafton to Kooragang 	 $10-53 per tonne 
Coffs Harbour to Kooragang 	$9-20 per tonne 
Wauchope to Kooragang 	 $8-05 per tonne 

The rates are subject to any general escalation in rates that 
occur prior to the traffic moving and are offered on the 
following conditions 

Gross weight of wagons is indefinite but with a 
density of 0.44 tonnes per rn5, it is assumed a 
wagon can be built to provide a nett load of 50 
tonnes with a gross no greater than 76 tonnes. 
On this basis, each train could, comprise i x.44 
class diesel electric locomotive, 13 wagons for 
a gross load of 1,020 tonnes and a nett load of 
650 tormes. 

Suitable loading and unloading facilities would 
need to be constructed to permit loading to be 
performed within two hours and unloading in the 
same period. 

Time for loading ten minutes per wagon. 

Operations are carried out round the clock, loading 
and unloading to commence on arrival of trains. 

Based on five-day week operation. 
Operations based on a 1:8-week year, five train 
movements per week. 
Wagons will be privately owned. 

Repair costs for wagons have not been allowed for, 
assumed that this will be borne by the company. 

Repair costs for brakevans have been allowed for 
in the pricing. 

Examiriaticn and lubricating costs for wagons and 
brakevans have been included in the costing. 

No allowance has been made for any special sidings 
or loading or unloading facilities which may be 
required. 

The potential wagon cycle time will allow one rake 
of 13 wagons to move the tonnages given, but there 
is no spare time for any delays or breakdowns in 
the traffic movements or,  loading and unlonding 
scheduled times. 

(1) The movement of the following annual tonnages: 

Grafton 
	 31,200 tonnes) 

Coft's Harbour 
	

62,400 Lonnes) 156,000 tonnes 
Wauchope 
	 52,400 tonnes) 
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Rates applicable to wagon loccis of woodchips using standard 
rolling stock owned by the Commission to Kooragang Island 
are as follows r-- 

Per Tonne. 

Wauchope $16-02 
Heron's Creek, Kendall 15-32 
Taree 1346 
Viingham 1 2-93 
Tamworth 16-00 
Muswellbrook 9-72 
Singleton 	. 7-02 
Maitland 	 . 4-55 
Grafton . 	

20-21 
Coffs Harbour 19-04 

Unit_Train Haula Costs fnsflSrboS 

150,000 tonnes 

15 wagons C $50,000 
1 railhead facility 
Rail unloader at Port 

Expenditure 

$750,000 
6o,000 
90,000 

$900, 000 

0.4 
0.6 
0.3 

Anort1zation - 10 years 
Interest - 100//J 

Maintenance 
Demurra.ge 
Railhead operation - unload, stockpile, 

load 
Short lead road haul to railhead (.48 km 

- average) 
Unloading at port 

Unit train to Newcastle 

Total (road/rai.1) 

* subject to F.T.C. hypothetical exercise. 

0.5 

3,0 
0.1 

I 	1\ 
-I.'-, 

9.2* 

$14.2 

Rail transport is more costly than road except over dLstances 
equivalent to Coffs Harbour, Newcastle and beyond 5hZ 

specifically unit train rates could apply presumablY r. 
respect of tormage multiples of 150,000  tonnes per 
(train rake capability). 

Road haulage would be necessary for "short-haul" irzr.e9r1y 
all collection points to specifically built rat1hC 	- acil1t5 
thus significantly contributing to overall costS. 
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6. SHIPPING_COSTS 

abjj.  

At present, there are approximately 85 chip carriers, either 
existing or building, under the control of Japanese shipping 
interests. As relatively -specialised vessels, built or 
conve±'ted to carry woodchips, these are usually the subject 
of ten to fifteen year charter contracts. Hence, uncommitted 
vessels are not usually available for charter. 

In the present depressed state of the paper market in 
Japan, some vessels have been released from charter contracts 
and, in addition, other vessels are coming clear,  of original 
long-term charter. -However, in the long-term, confidence 
cannot be placed in any Australian woodchip export industry 
having ships readily available to it for charter purposes. 
Indications are that where vessels do become available it 
is probably that these would be of a smaller size of carrier. 

Vessel Size 

Vessels range in size from about 7,000 D.W.T. to 60,000 
D.W.T. with few vessels at the extremes of this range. The 
most common size of vess?ls is in the 30,000-40,000 D.W.T. 
range and Japanese shipping interests have indicated that 
this size of vessel will most probably continue to be the 
greatest in number in the foreseeable future. There are 14 
Jaianese-owned vessels presently contracted for the haulage 
of chips from Australasia to Japan; these range in size 
from 22,000 D.W.T. to 48,000 D.W.T. 

It will be seen, therefore, that the limitations on size 
of vessels capable of safely using Coffs Harbour, viz, 
28,000 D.W.T., will result in woodchips from the North Coast 
being limited, in export from that port,to the smallest 
group of vessels presently engaged in this trade to Japan. 

esof Contracts 

British Columbia to Jn 

Vessel size - 28,300 D.W.T. 
Entered service in 1975. 
Unit freight cost (approximate Australian 

equivalent) - $5.5 per tonne subject to 
escalation. 

Period of charter - 10 years. 

Bunbury_(Yt .EnJiiiUaLtQ Jap!a 

Vessel size - 41,000 D.W.T. 
To enter service mid-1977. 
Unit freight cost - $6.9 per tonrie, subject to 

escalation. 
Period of charter --- 10 years. 

-4-. 
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Lik elv  

Advice to the Committee has indicated, firstly, a wide 
range of freight rates of vessels now in service and, 
secondly, a likely increase in freight rates in tba futtn. 

as newer, more costly vessels enter service. 

The extent of variation in existing freight rates is 
indicated in the following table (information supplied by 
C.H. Itoh):- 

Older_Ships 

Tonnes 	 $ Per Tonne 
D.W.T. 	 U.S:A. to •Ya6an 

24,000 10.20 

24,000 5.75 

26,000 535 

31,000 9.10 

39,000 4.55 

47,000 6.45 

58,000 3.75 

Vessels Receny Built and HenaLan New_Contracts 

29,800 D.W.T. 	- $11-40 per tonne U.S.A. to Japan 

32,500 D.W.T. 	- $13-00 per tonne U.S.A. to Japan 

Vessels Now Building - Anticipated Freight Rates 

25,000 D.W.T. 	- $16-70 per tonne US.A. to Japan 

50,000 D.W.T. 	- $14-70 per tonne U.S.A. to Jeran 

Informatiçn supplied in regard to three vessels due to enter 
service in 1977 shows a similar trend of increase in likely 
freight rates, viz:- 

23,750 D.W.T. vessel 	- 	anticipated freight rate $13.5 
per torme Australia to Japan 

36,700 D.W.T. vessel 	- 	anticipated freight rate $12.37 
per tonne Australia to Japar 

50 2 000 D.W.T. vessel 	- 	anticipated freight rate to S9 
per tonne Australia to Japan 

Comparative Size of Vessel to Serve Ex ort from Coj 
Harbour or Newcastle 

The vessel size limitation necessary for Coffs H•arbJr 
28,000 D.W.T. Such a size of vessel could be among trcC 
most likely to become available from existing long_term 
charterers. C.H. Itoh indicates that a particular ve3ZC 
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of apprOximatelY 25,000 D.W.T. would be likely to be 
available for operation out of Coffs Harbour and the freight 
rate (being an older vessel) would be approximately $8.8 to $15.4 
per tonne. This is a very satisfactory [reight rate. Should 
resort have to be. made to a ncwer vessel, the indications 
are that a freight rate of about $1 9.8/bonne might apply. 

The vessel size limitation for Newcastle is presently 50,000 
D.W.T. which is approaching the largest woodchip carrier 
in the Australia/Japan service. If a vessel of 40,000-
50,000 D.W.T. range could be available of the same age 
grouping as that said to be available at Coffs Harbour then 
a freight rate of say $5 per tonne could be expected. If 
such a satisfactory freight rate could not be obtained due 
to unavailability 'of older vessels then resort may have to 
be made to a newer vessel and a freight rate of about $10 
per tonne might then be expected. The Committee is mindful 
of the fact that the Port of Newcastle is flexible and 
could accommodate and utilise small as well as large chip 
carriers if variations in world markets and trade demands 
make it opportune to do so. 

In summary, the use of Coffs Harbour provides no problem 
in regard to shipping freight rates whilst the fortuitous 
availability to an older, smaller vessel continues. The 
future possibility of having to export woodchips in newer 
vessels, limited in selection to those up to 28,000 D.W.T., 
indicates the vulnerability in such an instance because the 
landed cost of the product in Japan would increase more than 
if larger vessels could be employed. Use of Newcastle as 
the export port would permit firmer control over the shipping 
freight segment of the landed cost of product in Japan, due 
to the flexibility in size of vessels which could be brought 
into service should market trends, availability of vessels, 
etc. necessitate future departure from the initial planned 
transportation pattern. 

Charter Arraçementp 

The Committee reviewed the situation, common to many 
exports of bulk cargoes from Australia, where sale is on 
the basis of f.o.b. and not C.I.F. As Japanese interests 
would provide the vessels used in the woodchip export, it 
seems unlikely that agreement could he obtained to depart 
from the generally existing trade pattern based an f.o.b. 
prices. The advantage of f.o.b. trading to the Japanese 
purchaser is that any shipping economies flow to the purchaser 

pCather than to the Australian exporter. 

C' 	However, advantage to the exporter is that in times of 
commodity downturn, he will avoid financial difficulty and 
loss in the shipping business which could be one importaiit 
reason why Australian exports are prcdominantly f.o.b. based. 

Coffs Harbour with no future capacity [or increase in v(i:;nel 
size offcrs no potential for a reduc bi.on in the future sea 
transporLUion cost. 
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Newcastle could, on the other hand, offer future sea 
transportation economies as Urger vessels may use that 
port and proviclN.1 sales were on a C.I.F. basis. 

However, pricing patterns indicate that economies in sea 
transportatiort could convenience the buyer at the 
inconvenience of the exporter by export through Newcastle 
versus Coffs Harbour with no financial gain to the exporter. 

The Committee's view is that any economies in sea 
transportation should be able to be passed on to local 
producers. In view of unlikely alteration of the 
existing f.o.b. pattern, the Committee has accepted the 
inability to price the product through to port of discharge 
and consequently all prices in. this report are therefore 
limited to a ±'.o.b. basis. 

In considering the proposal for export from Coffs Harbour, 
the Committee is mindful of the fact that the proposed 
export prlce by C.H. Itoh cx Coffs Harbour is as high as 
the export price prevailing for other Australian woodohip 
projects whore large carriers operate and chip costs are 
higher. Thus, in this instance, the potentially higher 
sea freight cost - brought about by the limitation in 
size of vessel -- has not led to a disadvantageous price 
to the Australian exporter. The Committee also noted 
that the f.o.b. prices quoted for New Zealand softwood 
chips are not materially different from those quoted for 
Australian hardwood chips aathough generally smafler 
vessels are engaged on the New Zealand-Japan trade.. 
The Committee therefore is satisfied that, at this 
juncture, the proposed export of woodchips from the 
north coast of N.S.W. does not appear to be 
disadvantageously based in terms of export price. 

Surruna ry 

It must be recognised that specially built ships are 
required for woodchips and their availability is limited. 
New].y built ships, because of today's high cost of 
building, would command much higher rates than the 
average of older woodchip carriers. Information 
indicates that only smaller older carriers are 
available and, therefore, the use of smaller ships 
may notbe a disadvantage, but rather an advantage. 

Itoh has indicated a rate of $8.8 to $15.4/tonne using a 
smaller older ship which would be made available, whereas 
a new larger vessel would have to be built by any other 

- 

	

	buyer incurring a rate of the order of $19.8/tonne, so 
it is claimed. 

*oo ç0d 	It could well be queried why Itoh does not choose to ship 
o" 	 cx Kooragang if, in fact, it would be cheaper since it is 

expected they will be obligated to pay the price indicated 
by the Australian Government in accordance with .Austtalian 
parity (rather than world parity for similar ocean distances). 
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a vWOl vthich wouJcl most lik€iy b: uned for 
"•'c;a jçooragang to Japan would aupcar to he of the 

:frCm 
25,000-35,000 tonnes D.W.T. (only 25 9 000 
could be used from Lee Wharf). Any larger 

• 	•• 	: would not be fully
,  utilised. it is the policy 

to operate a vessel continuously on a rtn, 
However, a large fleet owner most likely 

•
is costs over all runs and a high cost in one 

,r::ay not be debited to that particular operation. 

ceem possible to pre-determine the actual freight 
largely depend upon ship availability at the 

rates could be much higher using a recent large 
:::ars an older small carrier. Information suggests 
:2r carriers are not available. A large carrier 
be fully uMlised by the proposed North Coast 
The problem is a marketing one. The buyer would 
be in the best negotiating position. It has been  
by proponents that there are quite a number of 

•; u the 20,000-25,000 tonnes class suitable for 
and the Japanese importers would probably use 

v;ssel• 

on of tug hire costs is a matter under nEgotiation 
be ..rt tbc parties -. Allen Taylor has proposed that Itoh 

t tug hire or ownership costs which have not, at this 
ti 	n accepted nor rejected. Such costs could amount 
tn S.! or $0.5 per tonic on the basis of the hiring of both 

the hire of one and the ownership of the second, 
re:;ç: ttvely. 

The 	 ttee has not been able to reach unanimous agreement 
a: 	the effect of shipping costs which primarily depend 

vailability of vessels in the future. The cost could 
t:Cy be higher cx Coffs Harbour than Kooragang but 

::Bt 4 ,9fl provided by Itoh indicates any extra cost may 
be 	si'bod by the buyer. Further, since it is the Federal 
Gzv':.nmt's policy to considor the adequacy or otherwise 

Le on an f.o.b, basis, it app'ared reasonable to 
e1':.t:tu further consideation of this matter. Thus 
r.at1v? economics of the alternative schemes are calculated 
tc Lc 	.nt of being loaded onto the vessel, i.e. the costs 
to t:.: ooal industry. 

-j 
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POTENTIM. RENEF]TTFI Q'? TH'. TF•JDEJSTRY 
IF n; 	!tU U:i 7 Ti1 _-;i 3OL ---. .-.--._ 

1. REGIONAL 

1) Emloient: The employment results of WQ3_bt.--4 
incustriz; can be spectacular according to wozl.± 
wi.de  experience. 

A classic example is illustrated at Eden whe:.e 
Harris-•Daishowa Australia Pty. Ltd, began a wcojc. 
project in the late 1960's and since then has 
increased its direct employment from 114 in r 
to 530 during June, 1975. The more recent 
represents over 30% of the town's total worcf3r::. 
and undoubtedly a higher percentage if indirect 
employment is taken into account. 

In common with Coffs Harbour and the North Cce3t 
case, fishing is an important industry at Eden 
in the latter town there are seasonal emolovyr.t 
drifts between the woodchip and fishing indt:'ios 
which has allowed a wider employment base to 
operate for the majority of the year. Both 
industries interact with one another for the overall 
benefit of the town. This benefit is reflecte.-i tv 
the observation that seven years ago Ecien had v:ry 
high levels of seasonal unemployment while tocia; 
workers can readily find a job in either the 
fishing or the woodchip industry. 

This favourable employment situation has prcviioi 
a prerequisite for the population of Eden to 
increase and since 1971 the population ha:; 
increased by 1,600 to 3,800. The woodchip 
industry's role in inbreasing the area's pocula:Lars 
is difficult to qualify exactly, but using a 3.5 
average family size has brought 530 - 114 or 
416 x 3.5, i.e.. 1,456 people into Eden since 1197 
which is 92% of the actual population increase of 
1,600 reported over the period. 

Although the establishment of a woodchipinciu:try 
on the North Coast will undoubtedly create 
additional employment and regional benefits, the 
ultimate advantages could differ from the 
experience as a result of the following:- 

A substantial decline in the native 
i:orestry yield and consoquent].y empo'jflCflt 
is anticipated in the forect industrie:;. 
In 1973/74, 1,840 peop].e were employed 
in sawmilling in the CofI's Harbour F0RWC3 
Region while in the 1980 1 s only 1,300 
are expected to be employed. This 
declining employment trend is also evident 
in other areas, i.e. Casino, Dungog and 
Wauchope, although Coffs Harbour will 
probably be the most affected area. 

r 
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This trend is 'likely to step ..tp over 
the period 15 to 30 years thmce. 

* FORWOOD Regions - those regions 
considered by the Forest and 
Wood Based Industries Conference 
(shortened to FORWOOD) which met 
in April, 1974, to review all 
aspects of forestry policy. 

The expected employment by a North 
Coast woodchip operation is also low 
compared to the. number involved at Eden 
due to. the source of the basic material 
which, at Eden, is directly required to 
be felled in the forest. Unlike the 
Eden area, where there is an extensive 
forest area largely uncommitted to 
existing industries, on the North Coast 
the forest areas are largely committed 
to the supply of sawlogs for a larger 
established industry and employment therein. 

At the time the woodchip industry was set 
up at Eden, the economic base of the town 
was narrow, small and seasonal as a 
result of the fishing industry and minor 
industries. 

A North Coast woodchip export industry would have 
the effect of retaining some labour in the area 
and partially preventing the population drift to 
the big cities which may well occur as the North 
Coast sawmill industry declines in the future. 

A woodchip project could also help mobilise 
timber resources with an aim to establishing a 
pulpmill in the area. 	A pulprnill would be a 
major employer and would provide jobs for about 
1,000 people. 	Australian Paper Manufacturers 
Tave been buying up suitable land in the 
Bellingen-Coffs Harbour area for many years with 
a view to ultimately setting up a pulpmill to 
supply a major share of this State's currently. 
imported pulp and paper needs and if this 
eventuates it will benefit the region to,a 
substantial extent. 

The multiplier effects of woodchipping are known 
to be greater than those of pure sawmilling. 
Thus, the overall employment results of wood- 
chipping could be expoc Led to he significantly 
greater than the 200 men likely to be directly 
employed. 

.Empiricai evidence of the rnu'[tip] icr effect is 
lim 	'f ited and rifficult to genoraliso, but a 
s tucty by Hirshwan (1970) discovered that forestry 
had strnng backward and forward linkages and 
these linkages became stronger as more 
processing occurred. (A forward linkage 
describes the process in which output of the 
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forest industries are used by other 
industries and backward :w-ik&ges occur,  
when the forest industries use inputs 
from supplying industries.) These linkages 
can be important to the region as strong 
linkages, especially backward ones, ultimately 
induce a network of income and employment 
flows to become operational. 

The assessment of employment covers the zone 
of influence of Coffs Harbour at target 
production of 350,000 tonnes per year. 
Probably less than thirty sawmills appear 
large enough (i.e. which could produce over 
4,000 tonnes per year of chips) to justify a 
fixed chipper installation. Such mifl.s could 
account for 120,000 tortnes per year each. 
Possibly up to 15 mills could install fixed 
chippers to service groups of mills in close 
enough proximity to each other. 

Two mobile chippers may be required to service 
the majority of sawmills which are small 
(numbering 100 to 200) and which account for 
35% of mill log intake, i.(--, . 80,000 tonnes. 
Mobile chippers may be found even more 
economic as cost inflation erodes the 
profitability of low capacity fixed chippers. 

What the balance between mobile chippers and 
fixed clippers will finally be is indeterminate 
at present. Planning in relation to logistics 
will be highly important. 

A mobile chipper could chip at the rate of 
60 - 70 tonnes per hour and within three 
hours chip the residues held at a small mill; 
the rest of the day could be spent travelling. 
Even at this rate, the capaOity of mobile 
chippers could he 80,000 tonnes per year as 
against a fixed chipper which at the largest 
mill would not exceed 10,000 tonnes per year 
on the basis of its own residues. 

30 fixed chippers employing two men ) 
in larger mills, including increased) 	say 60 
debarking in the forests 	 ) 

50 medium-size sawmills - group basis say 	50 

2 mobile clippers - for small mills 6 

Forest Mobile_Chipn 

4 chippers, three men each 	 12 
4 tractor/harvestors 	 8 

Transport 

35 trucks, one man each 	 35 
Fleet service, five men 	 5 
Port 

Stacker/loader crew 5, Clerical 3, 	) 
Quality control 2, Forest management 1,) 	14 
Transport management 2, Management 1 	) 	- 

190 
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Kaiser and Dutrow (1971) carried out a 
detailed study of forest industries in the 
southern U.S.A. and from their work an 
employment multiplier for woodehip production 
can be inferred to be about 2.1 as against 
1.6 for sawmilling. These multiplier figures 
would he higher than those to be expected in 
the N.S.W. North Coast due to the larger 
size of the U.S.A. projects and larger 
leakages from the N.S.W. system. Panel 5 of 
the FORWOOD Conference investigated the 
South Australian project at Mount Gambier and 
estimated an employment multiplier of 1.55. 
This figure is consistent with the American 
study and seems quite realistic in the case of 
the future North Coast (Coffs Harbour) woodchip 
industry while a figure of 1.2 for the 
currently established sawmilling activities 
would seem a fair approximation of the 
employment multiplier. If these figures 
are applied to the previously mentioned future 
employment estimate of 200, it can be concluded 
that 217 could be directly and indirectly 
employed in the North Coast area. The number of 
800 or 900, allowing for the multiplier effect, 
who are expected to lose their jobs in sawmilling 
on the North Coast is probably an over-
estimation as a number of indirect jobs will 
probably remain to service other industries or 
operate at a lower level. Thus, to be optimistic, 
only those currently employed di.rectly will 
actually lose their job as a result of the 
decreased hardwood production. 

It can be concluded that although the establishment 
of a woodchip industry on the North Coast will 
not have a dramatic effect on the regional labour 
system, it could provide employment benefits to 
the Region and possibly some relief from the 
decreasing job opportunities expected in the 
sawinilling and logging industry. 

Tourism , 

The tourist value of the North Coast region is 
self-evident. Annual visits represent some 
two million person trips - staying in 1973-74 a 
total of 7,127000 person nights and spending 
some $35 million in the region. 

The natural recreational environment is immensely 
important to the region and the cause of much 
tourist activity as it is the beaches and climatic 
conditions that attract most people to the North 
Coast resorts. With this in mind, it is 
understandable that residents and environmentalists 
express concern against any industry which could 
damage the natural forests, etc., causecongestion 
and pollution and consequently deplete tourism. 
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Large road transport UllitS snd. movement 
should naturally be minimised. With an 
average annual daily traffic flow of about 
10,000 on the Pacific Highway through Coffs 
Harbour, it can he argued that about 50 
extra trucks per day will only have a slight 
effect providea that Howard Street by-pass 
is used. 

It has been argued that a port facility and 
woodchip plant would be aesthetically harmful 
to the environment thus lessening the tourist 
attractions of an area. However, the 
experience at Eden seems to contradict such 
a theory. In fact, some fifty tours a year 
are conducted over the woodchip plant and 
about 1,000 people inspected the Eden project 
in 1975. Response has been such that further 
tours may have to be scheduled in the near 
future. The tour takes between three and four 
hours and it appears that some tourists would 
spend more on the usual items and accommodation. 

Evidence from around the world and specifically 
Queensland where the "Big Pineapple" is 
situated and the North Coast of N.S.W. where 
the "Big Banana" is found, suggests that 
tourists are definitely attracted to resorts 
where agricultural based complexes with 
supervised tours can be found. A woodchip 
export complex could he viewed as a similar 
unique development. 

Although not clearly outlined to date Allen 
Taylor proposes a number of tourist facilities 
associated with the industry and port development. 

Representations to the National Parks and 
Wildlife Service have now defi,ned the proposed 
boundary for limiting dredging in relation to 
provision of a Marine Park around Muttonbird 
Island. A figure of about 30 metres from low 
water mark is now proposed and spoil must not 
be allowed to be deposited inside such boundary. 
This can be accommodated by using a suction 
cutter dredge and such was intended by Allen 
Taylor. Accordingly, it appears that this 
envi.ronmental requirement can he atisfied. 

Representations were also made from the Officer 
of the National Parks & Wildlife Service who 

nrr finn Ahnri cr1 nni cnrnmunit'i 111 
- -- - 

the Coffs Harbour area. He explained thc 
mythological significance of Corambirra Point ant. 
the attitude now being taken by the Aborigira 
people. 

I 
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It appears that the quarry area and the V 
two access roads existing onto Corambirra 
Point could he excluded from the area 
designated 	as a reserve of significance to 
the Aboriginal people and the bulk of the 
peninsula proclaimed. 	The Aborigines desire 
the proclaimed area to be developed with a o 
cairn and suitable plaque and some 
re-afforestation, generally, to restore the 
condition existing many years ago and 
appreciate that the funds to do this work 
can most simply become available by trading-off 
the small pa't which, in terms of mytho].ogical 
significance, might be regarded as devastated. 

The company proposing to use this site has 
offered the necessary funding and this has Vq 
been taken up in the financial submissions. 3 
The Aborigines are understood to he happy with 
this arrangement and negotiations are proceeding. 
Any recommendation arising from the Committee 
would be on the basis that these conditions were 
acceptable and were maintained by any successful 
company. 

The aesthetics of the stockpile cannot be 
objectively debated aJ.though as an integral 
part of the overall project, it could he 
argued that it wouldk atiract as many tourists 
as it would deter. 	There :.s no possibility of 
significant quantities of woodchips being 
scattered over surroundi.ng  areas,. 	At Eden, 
there is negligible pollution of the surrounding 
areas. 

The Forestry Commission, in its publication 
ttwoodchips from Eden', points to the minimal 
disturbance caused by the project and concludes 
that "no advcrse results" can be outlined. 

3) Comrnunit 

Many of the community benefits that can be 
expected to result from the woodchip industry 
can be inferred from the foregotng to sections. 

A larger mcre economically stable area, which 
woocichipping industries can help to induce, 
cm irovide a widcr rtge of facilities and more 
freedom of choice is available to the inhabitants 
thus benofitting their life-style in a number,  
of ways. 

Aain, the Eaen experience provides a useful 
prr.cedet and the comriuni.ty benefits that 
wcocicni;; operatios appesr to have stimulatea 
CL21 he cuiuinarised as fci:ows:- 

flrcater direct ewpLoyncnt opportunities. 	 / 

N 
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Greater income generated from worker 
salaries. 

The previous two aspects providing 
incentives for more people to enter the 
area which, in turn, stinulates other 
industries and services to be established. 

Increased numbers of tourists (many to 
actually tour,  the woodchip plant per se) 
creating further demand for tourist 
facilities in turn stimulating further 
employment and income. 

• Building approval for tourist-type 
accommodation has increased from $31,000 
in 1972 to $742,000 in 1975. 

• Building approval for commercial premises 
has incrceased from $52,000 in 1972 to 
$394,000 in 1975. 

Twenty new shops have been built in the 
last five years. 

• One new bank and a new library. 

A new modern caravan park catering for 130 
people. 

Anew 16 unit motel is planned. 

o Owners of Bayview Motel are pursuing an 
application for a new 50 unIt licensed 
motel. 

Building approvals for dwellings has 
increasedfrom 31 in 1972 to 61 in 1974. 

A new high school was opened at Eden in 
1973 also catering for secondary education 
requirements and bringing more school 
teachers to the town to service the higher 
educational needs. 

Increased establishment and membership of 
service and sporting clubs has brought 
about improved recreational faci].ities 
available to residents and tourists. 

Significant improvement and increase in the 
capacity and quality of electricity supply 
in thib area has been to the advantage of 
consumers. 	 • "N 
Council staff increased by 30 (563) since 
1968. 

I 
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It is evident that many of these benefits 
were initiated by Government or institutions. 
The actual flows that will accrue to tho 
various levels of Government will be discussed 
in the following section of this report, but 
it is relevant at this stage to point out 
that some proportion of the revenue collected 
by the Government is returned to the area of 
origin.. Some taxes, e.g. road taxes, are 
raised for the main purpose of repairing roads 
damaged by large motor vehicles. But even 
these simple repair activities will be of 
economic benefit to the whole area as 
employment is generated on repair of roads, 
trucks, etc. while parts and materials are 
also required for equipment and works. 

A percentage of forestry royalties are also 
returned to the area of origin and better forest 
management will result from the increased 
royalties which the woodchip operation will 
create. 

As previously mentioned, a decline in native 
sawlologging around - Coffs Harbour is also 
expected and woodchipping and more siiificantly 
puipmaking would be useful in helping to arrest 
the employment and income recession expected in 
forest activities of the area. More tourist 
expenditure may also result and economically 
enhance the area as previously discussed in 2). 

2. GOVERIThIENT 

Woodchip operations will result in a number of revenue 
flows occurring from the woodchipping firm(s) to various 
tiers of Government. 

Loal Council will receive additional land and water 
rates arising from increased population. 

N. S .W. Government 

. 	
Road tax of approximately $60,000 per year. 

Port dues $100,000 per year. 

• 	Forestry royalties, indeterminate say minimum 
the order of $50,000 per year. 

Motor vehicle registration $70,000 per year. 

,1 
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Power charges, indeterminc1 Lu, say $1400,  000 CrenJcreJ) 

per year. 

Payroll tax of about $50,000 per year. 

Therefore, gross monies expected to flow to N.S.W. 
State Government from the woodchip industry could 
be in the order of $1 nillion per year and this figure 
excludes increased indirect taxes on various consumer 
item sales, etc. 

\ Additionally, truck insurance may be taken out with 
the Government Insurance Office and if this occurs 
up to $30,000 per year could accrue to the Government. 

• 	 Federal Government 

Company taxes on profits from the woodchip 
exports could be $180,000 per year if just over 
$1 per,  tonne is the firm's gross profit. 
Additional revenues could also arise from the 
increased profits of saillers and income 
taxes arising from increased employment, both 
direct and indirect. 

Sales taxes. 

Duty on equipment, if imported. 

Fuel tax will also be paid to the Commonwealth 
Government. 

At a guess estimate, these Coinrnonweal.th revenues could 
be likely to exceed $1 million per year. 

r 

ITotal aggregate monies flowing to 
I Government could be in the order 
Lyear. 

3. PRIVATE ENTERPRISE 

The money the woodchi.p export company will pay to the 
numerous transport and timber operators will be a very 
important source of income to the North Coast. This 
is because not only will it be a significant amount of 
money but this extra income may help offset the decreasing 
sawlog output expected to occur. 

It has been indicated that $6 per tonne will be paid 
to savnniilers for their timber which is used to make 
woodchips. When the peak output of 350,000 tonries is 
reached, about 237,000 tonnes will come from sawmill 
residues which should me3n that a direct flow of about 
$1.5 million each year will be introduced into the 
region 1 s economic system as a result of payments to saxfflhiller 

the three tiers1of 
of $2 million per 
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Such income could significantly imrrove the economic 
standing of the many small sawmills, many of which 
seem set for the 1ard times ahead cnd in some cases 
closure. 

About 65,000 tonnes out of the 350,000 tonnes total 
could coae from private property owners. If $6 per 
tonne is paid for the wood, this will mean an income 
flow of $400,000 per year will occur as a result of 
this previously useless timber. 

A further 50,000 tonnes which could generate 1000,000/ 
year is expected to he derived from the Forestry 
Commission's operations and this will also need to be 
harvested and chi.pped. 

The direct income to chipping operators associated with 
gathering 350,000 torines/year of various residue types 
at an average round figure cost of $4 per tonne amounts 
to $1,400,000. 

Income accruing to the transport industries will be 
in the order of $5.7 per tonne or $2 million per year 
when 350,000  tonnes per annum is exported. Labour and 
maintenance income derived from port operations at $0.8 
per tonne will yield $300,000 per year in extra income 
when the target export output is reached. 

These direct incomes amount to the order of $6 million 
per year. In an ihcome multiplier of 1.5 is applied 
this will lead to total direct and indirect income of 
about $9 million per year introduced to the region's 
economy. The proportion accruing to the benefit of the 
Coffs Harbour area could be approximately in accordance 
with the ratio of 150,000 tonnes x $9 million = 

350,000 tonnes 

million per year allowing for the full benefit of port 
operations, management and the likelihood of the area 
being the centre of trucking facilities and service 
industries. 

Properly managed and controlled, the woodchip industry 
could bring about improved sawlog yield, reduce the 
impact of the expected downturn and provide much needed 
finance to farmers, sawrnillers and forest ofierators for 
their waste which is presently providing no economic 
return. 

The direct and indirect employment from woodchip 
operations will aid private enberprise by increasing th' 
overall income and therefore the markets in the region. 
All benefits could be significantly lower if Newcastle 
is the port of shipment particularly as fewer residues are 
likely to be collected in the CofI's Harbour area. 

The facilities and activities that have grown at Eden have 
involved builders, mechanics, service and commodity 
suppliers, etc., most of whom were from private enterprise. 
The increased income that these extra jobs create is 
reflected in other ubiquitous rounds of spending and thus 
the overall multiplier effects of increased job opportunitiCS 
would reach out beyond the region which originated the 
income flow. 
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REGIONAL COST/BENEFIT OF WOODCHIP EXPORT FROM COFFS HARBOUR 
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Benefits 

(a) Quantifiable: Federal, State and Local Governments 
arid their associated bodies will receive monies in 
the form of port dues, various rates, progressive 
income taxes from employees of the woodchip operation 
and company taxes from the trucking and timber firms 
themselves. Total revenues from the above source 
will be about $2 million per year. A portion oC 
this figure will be re-channelled back into Region 
1 either directly or indirectly, e.g. road and 
fuel taxes, forestry royalties, truck registration. 

Coffs Harbour residues apffar uneconomic to transport 	- - 
to Brisbane or Newcastle and therefore Coffs Harbour, 
as the port for shipment; could enable collection ol' 
more residues thus generating maximum ber..ef its to 
the area: 	 - 

Total direct income to wood owners, sawmilling and 
transport industries will he abcut $6 million per 
annum when export reaches 350,000 tonnes. This 
will help widen the economic base of the region and 
thus create subsequent waves of income flow. Using 
an income multiplier of 1.5, total income generated 
from this source will be $9 million. Ernployinent .Q 
and population increases will be greater, exporting mJJ4 .1 
from a central port, representing more valuable 	

* decentrali.sation and regional benefits. 	
-: 
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Costs 

(a) Quantifiable: No major cost of this type can 
he roreseen at this stage. 

Monies collected will wholly or partly cbver the 
moreidentifiable extra costs expected to arise, 

/ such as increased forestry supervision, road 
/ repair and power distribution, etc. Costs of 
f road maintenance could be higher if Newcastle is 

he port of shipment. 

Jt rhile the major capital cost to industrr at Coffs 
7 Harbour is required for port development, a 

V 

	

	similar capital cost at Newcastle is required 
for the additional trucks and replacements, 
r3supposing, of course, that all residues wculd 

be collected. Thus, lower road transport costs 
cx Coffs Harbour might be regarded as contributing 
to the provision of a port at no cost to Government 
or the Deople. 	the  
Drovlae a convenience to foreign i 	t nteress while 

costs 

* 

- 	- 
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could be lowerif exportis from 

None of the above costs should be of significant 
detriment to the region and the committee feels 
most can be readily controlled or minimised by 
existing institutions. 

\thile the benefits to the community appear to be 
reasonably identifiable, the costs to the community 
appear to be minimal and primarily qualitative as 
rolated to aesthetic changes, i.e. traffic volume 
and the conflict of a port facility with the tourist 
environment. 
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Effects of truc 
a central port. 
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Non-ouantifiable: Utilization of forest wastes 
will allow improved forest management to take 
placepollUtiOn from burning, and costs, will be 
reduced according to utilization. 
By the experience of similar projects elsewhere, 
the setting up of a woodchip export operation 
might increase tourism to the main centres of 
the project, i.e. the exporting port site and tbe 
larger sawmills.. These tourists could generate 
further income, employment and a network of 
ancillary industries. 

The woodchip project will mobilise a, large timber 
resource which, to date, has been wasted. This 
mobilisation will tap a resource which.. may assist 
a pulprnill to operate in the area in a shorter 
length of time than was originally envisaged. 

Although no definite commitments have been identi:'.e, 
4-t.e rnynn4++ 	rnnciSrs that the setting ao of a 
L'LL 	'sLIIL&, 	- -- ----------- 

Central port on the North Coast could provide 
desirable potential trade outlet for other 
industries in the area. 

C.' 


